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Abstract 
ABSTRAC1" 
Cli nic Management Information System, or in short CMIS is a system that 
computerize the clinics activities. In the current manual system, lots of problems exist in 
the management of a cl inic. I land written records are difficult to read. Besides, records 
arc written in papers and placed in the cupboard. There are possibilities that the files 
misplaced or lost. The stocks of the drugs are difficu lt to be keeping track. CMIS, 
however, eliminate most of the problem facing by the manual system. Records are stored 
securely in the database. Records are easily referred by the users of the system. 
CMIS is developed for three types of users who comprise of doctor, staff, and 
pharmacist. These users have thei r own n.:strictions in the system. Only thl! au thorized 
users arc allowed to create, maintain, and make changes, delete or update the data under 
their respective scope. Validation of the user's login is indeed needed in orcla to access 
to the system. With this system, the daily transactions arc all computerii'ccl . Making the 
managcme11t running smooth, efficient, accurate, and secured. 
The waterfa ll mtH.h.:1 with prototyping approach was chosen i11 thl! dcvclopme11t 
phase because the st rengths of both the waterfa ll model and prototyping can minimize the 
risks involved. The development tool chosen in this project is Visual Uasic 6.0 with Ms 
SOL Server as back-end database m;11 1agement system and Windows :woo a~ 
development platfo rm. 
Finally, it is hoped that thi ~ project will bring a new era in the m:111a~cmcnt of a 
cl inic towards paperl e'\:- environment. 
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Chaptc r l Introduction 
1 Introduction 
1. 1 Project Definition 
The emergence of Information Technology has ease the jobs of the humans. Many 
manually operated systems arc being computerized in these recent decades. This 
including manually operated management information system. In Malaysia, there are 
many clinics still using manual system to manage their patients' record. This manual 
system is less efficiency and error-prone. The transformation of manually to computcr-
bascd system will certainly case the job of management as well as reduced the time to 
manage manually. It also helps to reduce errors, potential risks, waiting time as well as 
appropriate dispensary. 
The computer-based system smoothes the management of the dinic ancl promote 
the paperless environment. 111 additional, the data arc stored in a more secured way. 
Uesides, the treatment conducted by the doctor can he input to the computer and stored in 
the database. The data can be n:trieved just by clicking the mouse and the keyboard. No 
more papers or stationery used to note down the treatment records. Medical professionals 
(doctors) can easily refer to the patient 's prcvious trcatnu.: nts and profiles. 
Furthermore, the data that arc stored in the database is retrieved accurately and 
quickly. It also eliminates the duplicated data in the clatahasc. It will also eliminate the 
common errors with the manual system. This will surely increase the quality of managin!!, 
the complcte patients' record as well as improve the availabilit y of patient ':- data ' hen 
11eedcd. 
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1.2 Objectives 
The objectives of this project arc: 
• To assist the doctor i11 ease of recording treatment. 
The doctor can store and record the current medical treatment of the patient in the 
computer for future reference. This will eliminate the necessity to write the 
records and treatments in the papers. 
• To practice paperle~·s em•iro11me11/ 
If the computer-based system is used, fewer papers arc needed to record the 
records. Thus, it can reduce the amount of paper used. Besides, handwritten 
records might be hard or difficult to see. It is hoped that computer-based system 
can improve the accuracy, speed, and validity of the records. 
• Easily retriew: data from tile database f or patic11t 's profile.\· and treatments. 
lk fore the consultat ion starts, the doctor can easily achieve the patient's records 
hy cl icking the mousc and typing through the keyboard. The data is then retrieved 
from the database and displayed on the computer's screen. This can avoid the 
doctor thumbing th rough several pieces of paper hdorc he finds what he needs. 
• Data i.'i stored in a more secured way mu/ eli111i11att• till' duplicat('(/ as wl'i/ a.,. 
red111u/a11t <lata . 
Only the authoi i1c pc1son11cl arc pcrmitte<l to accci-.i-. the data. It will also reduce 
the cost and time in gathering of information of the pa ticnt i-.. Ui-.c r i' alerted if 
similar patient name oi IC is already prc,cnt when creating a new patient recnrcl . 
Bcsidci--. ca.;cs whe1c file ' arc mi.;placcd nr lo.;t arc avoided. 
- 2 -
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• To reduce the amount of time required f or .i;rnrclri11g and ha11dli11g patient 
records. 
ror the first time visit patient , he has no record. Only the staff will do the 
registration for him. The staff just needs 10 key in the information of the patient 
and save it in the database. Since the data of the pat ient may change from time to 
time, the staff can update the patient's profiles and save it again in the database. 
Besides, the pat ient 's record can be search easily and quickly. The record can be 
easily be obtained by clicking the mouse and typing through the keyboard. This 
wi ll reduce the waiting time in order to get the record and thus practice effective 
time management. 
• Printing of useful materials such as m edical certificates or official receipt. 
• 
• 
This will case the job of the doctor to issue a medical certificate. The doctor just 
needs to print out the medical certi fica te and sign it. Furthermore, the doctor cnn 
print the referral letter for the patients who need further lreat1m:nl from other 
doctors. The staff can print the official receipts and collect the payments in the 
counter. Also, the pharmacist can print the drug's su1111naries and lahds. 
/Jispe11satio11 of til e m edicine to til e patient is accurate . 
The medicines that will be dispensed to the patient arc accurate in their usagcs 
and dosages. The doctors wi ll also awan: what kinds of medicines arc given 
before. 
/) rtl ~ ,\' f 11 \IC II t Of)' 
lt will help the pharmadst to automaticall y update inventory quantities nf the 
avai lahlc drugs. It saves the phannacist's lime lrn111 ccH111t ing the quantity onc-hy-
onc. The drugs' ckta ils :11 c ' tmed in the datah:N!. The details include information 
ahout lh · dt u~'· thdt '11pplie 1 ~ . 1nc1..:a11tio11' and cit . Drug~ can he added tn or 
deleted ft0111 the li l\t 11 0111 li me lo 1i 111 " Bc~idc,, aler t mc ...... agc i' generated once 
the quantity of 11 cit ug is less than a 1..:c rtain lim it. 
. j -
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1.3 Scope and Limitations 
1.3.1 Scope of the project 
The coverage of this system is all kinds of patient-oriented data administration in a clinic. 
The implementations of the system make all the affairs of the clinic integrated 
electronically. The development of the system is focused to the potential users that are 
consisting of the medical professional (doctor), and administration staff, and pharmacist. 
The scope that will covered by the system includes: 
* Login to verify only the au thorized person can access the system. 
* Develop an administration system to maintain patients' <lata and profiles. 
* Develop a database system to store the data in a secured and accurate way. 
• Recording data by the medical profe. sionals, staff and pharmacist. 
* Printing of useful materials such as offi cial receipts, drugs' summary. mcdit:ul 
certificates, and referra l letters. 
* Drug inventory. 
* Basic financial function. 
* E-mail fum:tion. 
* Generating or graph for analysis purpose . 
• 4 • 
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1.3.2 Limitations of the project 
This project carries some of the limi tations as followed: 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
This system docs not provide panel doctor function for the companies . 
The financial function is limited to calculate simple daily, monthly, and yearly 
incomes as well as the expenses of the clinic. 
The appointment system is limi ted to the patients who need further treatments 
from the cl inic. 
The system wi ll not generate any document about patients' profi les and their 
medical records. 
Graph generat ion is limi ted for patients' rat io and incomes analysis . 
. 5 • 
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1.4 Overview of the system 
The system developed in this project, which is named, ''Clinic Management 
Information System" is a stand-alone system that completely integrated the management 
of a cl inic electronically. Traditionally, manual system is practice in the management. 
This type of management is prone to errors and time consuming. Besides, files and 
patients' medical cards arc just stored in a cabinet. These files and cards may misplace or 
lost. It also arises many security problems. 
The system, here, well -suits three types of users. These potential users include the 
doctor, staff, and pharmacist. Only the authorizes users arc allowed lo create, maintain, 
make changes, delete or update the data under their respective scope. Validation of the 
user's login is indeed needed in order to access to the system. With this system, the daily 
transactions arc all computerized. Making the management running smooth, efficient , 
accurate, and secured. 
If the manual systcm is practiced, ii is difficult to mainta in and updatc the 
numbers of record. With thc implemcntation of the da tabase, thc records arc stored in an 
easy, secured, and systematic way for future rcference. Functions providcd for this 
system included the basic needs of a clinic. Printing of medical ccrtifica te, reccipts, 
display or the paticnt 's data and profiles arc instances that wi ll he includcd. 
ll is hoped that this system will reduce the workload of a clinic and hence increase 
the performance of the management nf a clinic. In short , Clinic Management Information 
System wi ll carry lots of benefit s 111 all of the users mentioned ahovc if the right solutions 
arc perfo rmed, syslemalica ll y deplnycd and carefully i111plcmcnted . 
• (1 • 
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1.5 Expected Outcome 
The expected outcomes for this project is as followed: 
• Acceptable respond time when the data are keyed in or retrieved from the 
database. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Simple and user-fri endly system as it is easy to navigate . 
The capabil it ies to upsized the database for the advance functions as well as the 
patients' record. 
Provide a more effective and efficient way of sharing data and overall system . 
Data input will he examined and errors will be reported . 
The system will also consider a few users' prospective. This includes the doctor's 
prospective, staff's prospective and pharmacist's prospective. 
The doctor's prospective: 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
User is required l o log in using their username and password to the system . 
User is required lo Ing out from the system after using it. 
User can input the trea tment and medical records of a patient to the da tabase . 
User can ohtain and view the patient 's profil es and past trea trm:nt and previous 
medical records easi ly. 
User can also search the patient 's profil es . 
User <.:a 11 record the prcs<.:ription of the drugs in their do!.agcs and usage~ of a 
patient for fu ture rdl'rl' ncc. 
. 7 -
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The staff's prospective: 
• 
• 
• 
• 
User is required to log in using their unique id and password before they can 
proceed to create and update the patients' profiles as well as the medical reports. 
User is required to log out from the system after using it. 
User is possible to search and look for a patient 's record by inputting his/her 
patient ID. 
Ease of daily transactions such as printing of medical certification and billings 
receipt. 
The pharmacist's prospective: 
• 
• 
• 
Pharmacist is responsible for dispensing the correct medicine for the patient 
th rough the system. 
Inventory of drugs such as update of drugs ' quantity is handled hy the system . 
Information of the drugs is stored in the database. 
User can print drug's summaries and labels . 
. 8 -
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1.6 Project Schedule 
A projecl schedule lhat consists of the whole development's activities is ca refully planned out to achieve a systematic progress 
and ensure on-time de livery of the product. It is important to have a project as it acts as a time-management and control to the 
developer to ensure that he is in route of the direct ion of the project: 
:::> -asl< Na."':'le Oural!On 
System Reqwements 7wks 
2 System Analysis 8wks 
3 System Design 6wks 
.: Cod.ng 20 wks 
5 Testing 17wks 
6 Oocumen!atJOn 30wks 
Start Finish 
Mon 06/041() 1 Fn 07/20'01 
Mon 07/02/01 Fri 08'24/01 
Mon 07/23'01 Fn 08'31101 
Fn 08'31/01 Thu 01 1710~ 
Mon 10i01/01 Fn 01/25/0~ 
Mon 07 02./01 Fn 01125'0~ 
Jun 
03 '01 
Jul- Aug 
!... ·- ... . ,. 
- ,.-~ .-
' . 
-.. ~-· ' 
l Sep 
\ 
04 '01 
Oct - NCN 
01 '02 ~ 
Dec Jail J 
. . -
Figure 1-1: Project's Schedule. 
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1. 7 Hardware and Software Requirements 
The following is a list of hardware and software that will be needed for system 
development. 
1.7.1 Hardware 
• Intel Pentium or AMO K6-2 
• 10 GB of hard disk space 
• 128 MB RAM 
• Printer 
1. 7 .2 Software 
• 
• 
Microsoft Windows 2000 Professional with service pack 2 
MS SOL Server 7.0 
• M icrosofl Visual Basic 6.0 
- IO -
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1.8 Chapter Summary 
This chapter describes the project to be developed. The objective of the project is to 
develop a system that can case the management of a clinic. Besides, the scope of the 
project is discussed brieny in this chapter. The project's scope is the coverage of the 
project. It describes what is done by the system. 
However, the project also carries some of the limitations that will not be covered 
in this development phase. An overview is included in this chapter. It is hoped that it can 
give a clear description about the system to be developed. Expected outcomes will 
provide a guideline in order to develop a system that will meet the users' requirements. 
The project schedule is included in this chapter too. It is a time arrangement 
towards the completion of the project. This chapter also stated the facilities that arc 
needed for the development purpose. 
- II . 
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2 Literature Review 
2. 1 Introduction 
In the process of developing an existing or newly system, lots of activities need to 
be carried out. Researches become the most important and major activity before the 
development phases start. Research ought to be carried out in order to study the problem 
thoroughly. It also should be performed unti l completely understanding the system is 
reached. The studies in this project have reviewed the different between the manual and 
computerized management information system. ll also presents the advantages that will 
be benefi cial from the information system. 
2.2 Importance of Literature Review 
Literatu re rev iew is important to a project as it places the project in the context nf 
others, which might have similar characteri~tics. It also helps to understand the existing 
features that arc offered by a similar system. l3esick s, literature review also assists to 
equip the developers wi th some knowledge of the strength and limitations of several 
development tools and technologies in the market. This will help the developers to 
choose the right tool to build up the !'>)''\tcm. 
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2.3 What is Information? 
Information system operates to manipulate data . Data is raw material, recorded, 
unformatted data. Most data items have little meaning and use by themselves. Data 
formatted with dashes or label is more useful. It is transformed into information that can 
be defined as a representation of reali ty [I] . Information is data that has been processed 
so that an action or decision can be made from it. Therefore data and information are an 
important part of a computer system. A computer exists to convert data into information. 
2.4 What is Information System? 
Information system is combination of hardware, software, and telecommunications 
networks that people build and use to gather, create, and distri bu te useful data fo r 
organiLations. Information system is used within organizations to process transactions, 
management , administration, and other processes l 11. Figure below show the components 
of an information system. 
l\ :opk 
Software 
Fi~111·1 · 2 I : Tlw C<Jlll/J(J11('11 t of a11 111for111mw 11 ' ,, ,,,,,,, 
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2.5 Current Clinic Management System 
Although Malaysia is marching towards the vision 2020 and the MSC status, most 
of the clinics throughout the country are still operated or managed medical information 
manually. Patients' profiles and medical records are saved in the file and stored in the 
cabinet. When the patient visits the clinic or coming for consultation, they have to show 
their registration card or identity card to the receptionist. Each patient owns a unique 
registrat ion number. /\ftcr the patient has registered to the receptionist, the staff will 
search the patient 's files in the cabinet based on the registration number or their name if 
they forget to bring along the registration card. 
After the fil e is found, the patient will be given a queuing number. /\ncl the file 
wi ll pass to the doctor in the room. Traditionally, the doctor will record the treatment in 
hand-written progress in the file. While pen and paper arc easy and common to use, hand-
written information is neither structure nor coded. Thus, it is difficult to use for 
automated decision support, researches, and outcomes analysis. 
The fi le then sl!nds to thl! drug displ!nsary department to provide the patient the 
medicine. This wi ll involve the fil e travel from the doctor to the dispensary cleparlmcnt. 
Besides, pharmacists will have to always check the quantity of the remaining drug 
inventory after certain period of time. 
The overall operating of a clinic consumes a considerable of time from 
registration, searching fo r pa ticnt 's record, until to the pharmacist. The common 
dcficiem:ies in the manual system arc as followed: 
• Data arc stored in the files and placed in the cahinet 
In thl! 111m111al sy:-tcm, patients' pmfil l!s and data are !\tored in the paper fi les. The 
fi ll!s :11 e then :11 1a11ged according to the pa ti ent '~ l'i1 ~ t name and placed in the 
- 14 • 
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cabinet. It will take time for the staff to search the file when the patient comes to 
visit the doctor. If a file is misplaced, then the staff will take a considerable of 
time to search for it. 
• Patient's profiles and medical records are written in the papers 
The record is written in the piece of papers. When the paper is fully written, a new 
paper is inserted. Then the papers are kept in the file. This has the probability of 
losing one of these papers. If the paper is lost, the medical records will lose too. 
• Receipts 
• 
In the current practice, receipt will only be given if the patient asks for it. 
Drug Inventory 
Current manual system docs not have drug inventory system. This is difficult for 
the pharmacist to keep track the stock of the drugs. 
- I 5 -
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2.6 Computer-based Management Information System 
Using the computer technologies, many systems arc b~ing computerized. The use 
of computers in the industries, businesses, or personal uses reduce the overall 
responsibil ities of the human. Computer technologies are also able to assist in the clinic 
operations. All of the data are stored in the database. 
When pa tients come to clinic for treatment, they need to show their registration 
card or give their name to the receptionist. The receptionist will input their data through 
the keyboard and quickly the patients' records will be shown in the screen of the 
computer. This would certainly save a lot of time searching for patients' record compared 
to the manually operated system. Once the record is displayed, a queuing number wi ll he 
generated to the pat ient. And the patient is put in the waiting list. 1 f a new patient comes. 
registration is carried out. All the data arc input th rough a standard form th rough the 
keyboard and a new record is created for that particular patient. 
Also, the record or the patient is displayed on the computer screen in the doctor's 
room. All the treatment , diagnost ic and prescription of medicine to the patient can key in 
through the keyboard and save in the database eas ily. Prescript ions an! forwarded tn the 
pharmacist. Pharmacist can base on the information displayed and gives the appropriate 
medicine lo the patient. This will indeed rcuucc errors, potential risks, and patients' 
waiting time. 
The management of the drugs also benefits from the computerized system. The 
drugs inventory will automatically update after the medicine is giving away 10 the 
patients. Pharmacist can know the <IU i1111i1y of the drugs hy just dicking a few keyboard 
buttons rather than to chct·k the remaining om; hy c>r1c. All arc provided in an accurate 
man11cr and thus imp1ovc the ov ·1all system of a clinic . 
• 16 . 
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2. 7 Comparisons between Manual and Computer-based System 
The comparisons between the manual operated and computer-based system are as 
fo llowed: 
Manual System Computer-based System 
I. Records are written in papers and I. Records are stored in database. 
stored in cabinet or cupboard. 
11. Time is needed to search the record 11. Records can be search easily 
from the place where the record is through clicking the mouse or 
stored. typing through keyboard. 
". Records may be misplaced or lost. . " Records arc stored safoly and 111 . 111. 
securely in the database. 
IV. l landwrillcn records may be IV. Records arc stored in standard fonts 
difficult to read or analyze. and size and easily to read. 
V. Reports for drugs summary arc v. Reports for drugs summary arc 
difficu lt to be generated. Lots of easily to he generated. 
effort is needed to generate the 
reports. 
vi. The management is based on VI. The management is based on 
person. If the staff quits. new staff system and not any particular 
needs a lot of time tn pick up what pason. It is easy for new staff to 
the system the previous staff did. learn the system. 
VI I. Paper work is important. VII. Less paper work is involved. 
VIII. 11 is diffh.:u lt for dm:lm 10 follow up ". Easy for doctor to fo llow up the VII I. 
the patient since there arc too many patient because the rcnmJ can he 
records. easily to retrieve frnm the database. 
-- -
'J'uhlt• 2 I : ('"1111u11·i.WJ11 .\ ll<1tw1•1•11 Ma111ml a11tl ('"111pt11cr-hll.H'<i .\)•.\It'll/. 
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2.8 Review of Existing Software Solutions 
2.8.1 Octagon Clinic Manager 
OCM is a clinic management system that is designed to help to manage the clinic. 
It has the flexibility to run under a standalone PC or under a network to allow sharing of 
information between di fferent users. OCM is an integrated clinic management system 
thal allows users to do billing or patient 's record or print receipt, drug label, MC, etc. 
OCM offers many different modules such as Patient 's Module, Billing Module, Drug's 
Module, and Reports Module. OCM runs on standalone PC under DOS or Windows 
95/98 [2]. 
2.8.2 MEDICOM 
MEDlCOM is a real-time, on-line, integrated information management system for 
healthcare establishments, addressing all critical areas of health care activity. MEDl('OM 
is modular and flexible. The various modules arc full y integrated (hut can also 
standalone) to automate functions ranging from patient administrat ion to clinical services. 
The services offered hy MEDICOM include Patient Administration Services, Patient 
Care Serv ices, Specialist Services, Management l11 for111a tion Services, Financial and 
Administrative Sci vices, and Support Services. 
Ml2DICOM provides immediate access to clinical and administrative data, 
streamlines the scheduling and 111:111age 11w11t of di11ics visits and admission . . MEDICOM 
aids the dispensing of medications, faci li tates management of laboratory function:-- with 
interfaces to laboratory equip111e11t and much more 131· 
• I H • 
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2.8.3 lnfoClinic 
lnfoClinicTM is a comprehensive healthcare manngcmcnt system designed to meet 
the administrative, clinical, and financial management needs of any type and size of 
healthcare organizations. lnfoClinicTM is an Electronic Medical Records System that 
allows patient information, both clinical and non-clinical, to be updated, stored and 
reviewed electronically. It is based on a patient oriented management system, where all 
of a patient's records arc referenced to specific problems particular only to that patient. 
lnfoClinicTM empowers healthcare providers to manage their daily tasks including 
scheduling, patient encounter and fo llow up functions, and a comprehensive range of 
stat istical, financial and management reports to facilitate timely and well informed 
decision making. lnfoClinicTM is a state-of-the-art system providing a tota lly integrated 
solution. As a result it substantially improve productivity while reducing bottleneck and 
enhancing reporting times l4 J. 
• l'J • 
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2.9 Comparisons between Existing Software 
The reviews among existing software solutions are a. followed: 
Existing Software Solutions Clinic Management Information System 
Octagon Clinic Manager 
I. OCM runs on PC under DOS or I. CMIS is running under Windows 
Windows 95/98. 2000 that is more stable and 
11. Provide too much functions that a reliable. 
clinic may not use some of them. II . Provides basic but sufficient 
... Docs not generate graph for functions that arc needed by a 111. 
analysis purpose. cl inic. 
MEDI COM ... Generate graph for analysis 111. 
I. Using Oracle relational database purpose. 
system that is more expensive to IV. Using Microsoft SOL Server 7.0 
implement anti need special that can be deployed at a lower cost 
knowledge to be more fam iliar with and in less time. 
Oracle database management. 
11. Prov ide too much functions that a 
clinic may not use some of them 
... Docs not generate graph for 11 1. 
analysis pu rposc. 
lnfoCl inic 
I. Using Oracle relational database 
system that is more expensive to 
implement. 
'foh/1• 2-2: Compo ri wms /wt W<'<'ll exist i 11g sof11w1r1•. 
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2. 1 O Review of Previous Thesis 
Research is done on previous thesis to gather information for the system to be developed. 
The following arc the reviews of the previous thesis: 
Previous Thesis Clinic Management Information System 
Medical Information System 
I. No financial function. I. Provides basic financial function 
11. Docs not generate graph for for cl inic. 
analysis purpose. II . Generating graph for income and 
111. No review among existing software patients' ratio analysis. 
solutions and manual system. 
Sistem Pcngurusan Maklumat Pesakit 
KJinik Utama 
I. No financial function. 
• ii . Docs not gcncratl! graph for 
analysis purposl!. 
Tah/e 2-3: Review of previous thesis . 
• 21 -
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2. 11 Computer-based Management Information System Benefits 
It is realized that the fas t development in the computer technologies bring a lot 
benefits to the human. In this case, the clinic management information system uses 
information system to deal with patients, such as registration, update profiles, billings, 
drug inventory, and etc. Some of the benefits seek to achieve through information system 
include: 
- Increased efficiency 
- Fewer errors 
- More accuracy 
- Superior control and operations 
- Efficiency management and administration 
- 22 -
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2.12Client Server Technology 
Client server technology is a means of separating the fu nctions of an application 
into two or more distinct parts. In its most fundamental form, cl ient/server involves a 
software entity (cl ient) making a specific request that is fulfilled by another software 
entity (server). The client process sends a request to the server. The server interprets the 
message and then attempts to fulfi ll the request. In order to fulfil l the request, the server 
may have to refer to a knowledge source (database), process data (perform calculations), 
control a peripheral, or make an additional request of another server. In much 
architectu re, a client can make requests of multiple servers and a server can service 
mult iple clients. 
The relationship between client and server is a command/control relationshi p. In 
any given exchange, the client initiates a request and the server responds accordingly. A 
server cannot initiate dialog with cl ients. Since the cl ient and server arc software entities 
they can he located on any appropriate hardware. A cl ient process, for instance. coulcl he 
resident on a network server hardware, and request data from a server process running on 
another server hardware or even on a PC. In another scenario, the client and . crver 
processes can be located on the same physical hardware box. 
- 23 . 
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2.13Types of Client Server Technologies 
When considering a move to client/se rver computing, whether it is to replace 
existing systems or int roduce entirely new systems, practitioners must determine which 
type of architecture they intend to use. The vast majority of end user applications consist 
of three components: presentation, processing, and services. The client/server 
architectures can be defined by how these components are split up among software 
ent ities and distributed on a network. There are a variety of ways for dividing these 
resources and implementing cl ient/server architectures. The most popular forms of 
implementation arc of two-tier and three-tier client/server computing systems. 
It is also important to understand the general software architectu re. Most of the 
application programs have three major layers, which arc composed of presentat ion layer, 
business logic or functionality or application layer, and services layer. They arc 
separated such that thl! software for any one of the pieces (tiers) could be rl!placed hy a 
di fferent implementation without interference the other tiers. Presen tation layer provides 
the human/machi nc i ntcract ion (t hi.! usl!r interface). 
The presentation layer handles input from the keyboard, mouse, or other device 
and output in the form of screen displays. The Functionality or Application layer gives 
the appl ication program its character. It provides functionality, connectivi ty, and database 
servers. This layer also serves as the bridge between the fi rst and th ird tier. Services 
layer provides the genera l i~ed services needed by the other layers, including such thing. 
as file services, print services, communicat ions services, and, perhaps most important, 
database servites 11 4 j. 
- 24 -
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2.13.1 Single Tier Architecture 
The number of tiers in a cl ient/server application is determined by how tightly or 
loosely the th ree program layers arc integrated. A one-tier application is one in which the 
three program layers arc tightly connected. In particular, the presentation layer has 
intimate and detailed knowledge of the database structure. The application layer is often 
interwoven with both the presentation layer and the services layer. All three layers, 
including the database engine, almost always run on the same computer. One-tier 
applications arc easy to design and write, especially with today's modern software tools 
[ 14]. 
2.13.2 Two-Tier Architecture 
In this implementat ion, the th ree components of an application (presentation, 
processing, and services) arc divided between two software ent ities (tiers): client 
application code and database server. A robust cl ient application development language 
and a versati le mechanism for transmilting cl ient requests to the server arc essential for a 
two-tier implementat ion. Presentation is handled exclusively by the client, processing is 
split be tween client and server, and data is stored on and accessed via the server. The PC 
cl ient assumes the bulk of responsibility for application (functionali ty) logic with respect 
to the processing compo11cnt , while the da tabase engine - with its attendant integrity 
checks, query capabil ities and central repository fu nctions - handles data intensive task . . 
In a data access topology, a data engine would process requests sent from the cl ients. 
The most compell ing advantage of a two-tier environment is application 
development speed. In most cases a two-tier system can he developed in a small fraction 
of the time it wo11ld take to rnuc a comparable hut less fl cxihlc legacy system. Most two-
tier tools arc also extre111cly mhust. These environmen t ~ support a variety of data 
struc111 res, im:l11 di 11g 11 n11 111her of huilt i11 procedun.: :-. and f u11cticH1!'>, and in!'>ulatc 
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developers from many of the more mundane aspects of programming such as memory 
management. System security in the two-tier environment can he complicated since a 
user may require a separate password for each server accessed. The proliferation of end-
user query tools can also compromise database server security [ 13 ). 
2.13.3 Three-Tier Architecture 
The th ree tier architecture attempts to overcome some of the limitations of the 
two-tier scheme by separating presentat ion, processing, and services into separate, 
distinct software entities (tiers). The same types of tools can be used for presentation as 
were used in a two-tier environment , however these tools are now dedicated to handling 
just the presentation. When the presentation client requires calculations or data access, a 
call is made to a middle tier funct ionality server. This tier can perform calculat ions or can 
make requests as a client to addit ional servers. The middle tier servers arc typically coded 
in a highly portable, non-proprietary language such as C. Middle-tier functionali ty 
servers may he multi-threaded and can be accessed by multiple dients, even those from 
separate applications. 
I laving separate soft ware entities can allow for the parallel development of 
individual tiers by applica tion specialists. The th ree-tier architectu re also provides for 
more flex ible resource allocat ion. Middle-tier functionality servers arc highly portable 
and can be dynamically allocated and shifted as the needs of the organization change 
11 31. 
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2.14Development Tools and Technologies Consideration 
2.14.1 Operating System 
Software designed to control the hardware of a specific computer system in order 
to allow users and application programs to employ it easily. The operating system 
mediates between hardware and applications programs. It handles the detai ls of sending 
instructions to the hardware and allocating system resources in case of conflicts [8]. 
Operating system is the collection of programs that forms the foundation for the 
basic operations of the computer hardware. It also performs and coordinates the 
interaction between hardware devices (for example, the CPU and the monitor), 
peripherals (for example, printers), and application software (for example, a word 
processing program). In general , there are many different kinds of operating systems 
found in the market. l3clow arc the descri ptions of some popular opcrating systems. 
2.14.l. I UNIX 
Unix is one of the most popular operating system worldwide hecaust.! of its large 
support has<.: and di'\trihution. II was originally dcvdopccl a. a multitasking system for 
minicomput<.:rs and mai nframcs in the mid 1970s, hut it has since grown to become one 
of the most widely used operating system anywhere. lt is also a command-line based 
operating system. Th<.: mult iprocessing, multitasking, and networking capabilities of NT's 
1/0 Manager, Object Manager, and Prnc1.:ss Manager arc taken in a large way from Unix's 
archit <.:cturc, as well as from VMS design~. 
U11ix s11ppll1ts llemot <.: 1'1 m:cdu1c Call (RPC), which allows ~y~t cm~ to offload 
<.:0 111p11ting tasks to ;111othcr nctwm kcd Cl'U. Unix, like NT, i ~ designed with 32-hit 
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software architecture. Its multitasking and multi-user capabili ty makes it possible to run 
many different applications at the same time on one computer. Unix has a reputation for 
being stable and reliable operating system. 
2.14.1.2 LINUX 
Linux is an operating system that was initially created as a hobby by a young 
student, Linus Torvalds, at the University of Helsinki in Finland. Linus had an interest in 
Minix, a small UN IX system, and decided to develop a system that exceeded the Minix 
standards. Linux's source code is freely avai lable to everyone. However, Linux does 
charge for its assorted distributions. This means that companies and developers may 
charge money for it as long as the source code remains available 17J. 
Linux is open. This means that for the entire base system, which inclucks the 
kernel , the GNU tools, and all the basic utilities, the programmers and users have :u.:cess 
to the source codt.: as well as the right to modify it. Tht.:refore, one of the greatest 
advantages of Linux is that it is the freedom to modify the existing code makes it a very 
easily extensible platform. 
Linux may ht.: ust.:d for a wide variety of purposes including networking, software 
developmt.: nt , and as an 1..: 11d-user platform. Linux is often considered an excellent , low-
cost alternati ve to other more expensive operating systems. Linux remains one of the 
most stable and rel iable operating systems avai lable. Security , which is necessary for 
protection of sensitive i11fnr111atio11, is built into Linux at . electable lcvcb . 
• 28 -
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2.14.1.3 Windows NT 
Windows NT has the same graphical user interface ns Windows95. Windows NT 
is designed around 32-bit software architecture (the Win32 subsystem). It is functioning 
in a networked environment. Windows NT can communicate with many different types 
of computers and can secure sensitive data and keep unauthorized users off the network. 
Windows NT is designed from the ground up to be the most integrated, 
comprehensive, and easy server operating system and to provide several premises such as 
scalability, reliability, and manageabi lity necessary for mission-critical applications. It 
also provides total solutions in Int ranet and Internet services and to mission-critical 
applications support and all these services are built into the operating system. 
Windows NT also provides an outstanding platform for a wide range of services 
and applications and to he superb , high-performance, high-avai labi lity network operating 
system. It includes features designed to make it easy to install , use, and manage than ever 
before. Besides, it has fault tolerant featun: hy support ing Redundant Array of 
Inexpensive Disks (RA IO) technology that provides data protection. This can help 
prevent weh server from easily crash due lo hard disk failure. Windows NT also includes 
a Web-based administration tool that makes the features of the NT administrat ive tool 
suite avai lable through any Wch browser. 
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2.14.I.4 Windows 2000 Server 
Windows 2000 server is aimed to small-to-medium business. It can function as a 
Web server or a work group or branch office server. It is also can be part of a two-way 
symmetric multiprocessing system. Its most significant new feature is Microsoft 's Active 
Directory, which among other capabilities, enable a company to set up virtual private 
network, to encryption data locally or on the network, and to give users access to shared 
files· . . 
' 
1n a cons1ste11t way from any network computer. 
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2.14.2 Programming Language 
Nowadays computers arc capable of performing many different tnsks. from 
simple mathematical operat ions to sophisticated graphical representation .. The. e 
different tasks arc not made by the computer itself, these arc pcrfomted following a series 
of predefined instructions that conform a program. A programming language is an 
artificial language for expressing computer programs. An artificial language consisting of 
a vocabulary along with grammatical rules used to write a set of instructions that can be 
translated into machine language and then executed by a computer. Machine language is 
the language the computer actually understands. Each different type of CPU has its own 
Unique machine language 181. 
2.14.2.l Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0 
Visual Basic 6.0 is one of the products in Microsoft Visual Studio Package. It 
allows users to develop Windows applicat inn qu ickly amt easily without heing expat in 
Other Programming languages. Visual Uas ic provides a graphical environment in which 
User can visually design the forms and cont ro ls that building blocks of applications. 
Visual Basic supports many tool:-., especially to hui ld ) . I) Window~ "look and 
feet•• interface that will help users hi.! more producti ve. The tnols arc not limi ted 10. 
Projects, forms, d ass ohjccts, tl!111 plates, custom controls, add - in~. and dat aha~c 
lllanagcrs, users also can use the tools together to create complete application ... in mont h~. 
Weck. 
s, or even days; produci ng an applica tion using another language can take much 
longcq 17 j. 
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Some of the Visual Basic 6.0's fea tures and advantages arc ns fo llowed: 
• 
• 
• 
Easy to use and has fast development period . 
Visual Basic 6.0 prov!dcs more of the actual code for a programmer than 
any other non-visual programming language. 
The built-in interface creation capability furthers the standardization on 
the user interface to Windows applications. 
• Saving the users' time by eliminating time spent for writing code to create 
• 
• 
• 
• 
the user interface to his applications (the visual interface). 
Tools that perform a full range of development tasks . 
Templates (code, property, control) that allow users 10 reuse code, control 
property sets, and entire controls with their associated code. 
/\n enhanced design lime environment. The IDE Function Library gives 
the users instant working code. And the formatter object and expanded 
Object browser provides users access and work wilh code in new, 
innova1ivc, and faster ways. 
I\ macro foci lily lhal leis users 10 create lheir own lools without the 
overhead of lhe VU6 /\de.I -in Model. 
2.14.2.2 Java 
/\t lhl.! hear! o f all I he Java talk is the Java programming language. Java is an 
Object · · 
-oriented progra1111111ng (OOP) language 1ha1 uses many common clemenls from 
Other 001' , . languages. such as ++, hul 11 adds some enham:emenls IO make 
Programming Java easier. Like any olher language, Java ha"i a particular 'Ynlax. a 
Structure for progr:1111~. and many ~11 pporti11g applica1io11s. The Java Developer's Kil 
(JDI<) contains all of lhe lonls lllTl'"i"illr)' to creah.: applk11 1i o n~ (or Web applet') using the 
Juv· . 
'
1 Progr:11u111ing l1111g1111µc. 
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Java is largely based on the C++ programming language. Also, J1\\ln is dl'signed to 
include the functions of a high-level programming language while eliminn t in~ some of 
the more difficult aspects of coding in C++. Java objects arc al.ode. igncd to make 
programming easier. Everything in Java is based on the object model. This functionality 
was deliberately built in Java to help speed up Java development in the long run [ 18]. 
According to Sun Microsystems, Java is "simple, object-oriented, statically typed, 
compiled, architecture neutral , multi -threaded, garbage collected, robust, secure, and 
extensible. The fo llowing will list out some of the Java's attributes and advantages: 
• 
• 
Simple 
The simplicity of Java is enhanced by its similarities to C and C++. Java 
has simplified C++ programming by both adding features beyond those 
found in C++ and by removing some of the features that make C++ a 
complicated and diffa:ult language to master. Java is simple because it left 
out many of the unnecessary features of other high-level programming 
languages 
Ohjcct-orie111ed 
In its approach to object-orientation, Java fo llows more closely along the 
lines of languages such as SmallTalk than C++ .. Just like C ++,Java uses 
classes to organize code into logical modules. At rnntime, a program 
creates objects from the dasses. Java classes can inherit from other 
classes. Except for its prim itive data type~. everything in Java is an object. 
Java's support for ohject-oric111atio11 doc~ not include multiple 
inheritances. 
• Mull i-lhll·:idcd 
A 11111ltitl11 cad"°tl program i-. or1c that i-. wr i11c11 s11d1 I hat it pcdon11-. more 
tha11 n111.· task :it 11 time. Java pnigr:1111s ta 11 ro111ai11 multiple thread~ of 
JJ 
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execution, which enables programs to handle several tasks L'l)ncum:ntly. 
/\II applications have at least one th read, which represents the.' program's 
main path of execution. 
• Robust 
l3ccause the Java interpreter checks all system access performed within a 
program, Java programs cannot crash the system. Instead, when a serious 
error is discovered, Java programs create an exception. This exception can 
be captured and managed l>y the program without any risk of bringing 
down the system. 
• Secure 
• 
Closely related to Java's robustness is its focus on security. Uecausc Java 
docs not use pointers to directly reference memory locations, as is 
prevalent in C and C++. Therefore, programs cannot gain access to areas 
of the system for which they have no authorization. Thus, Java has a great 
deal of contr ol over the code that exists within the Java envim n111c11 1. 
Platform Independent 
Platform independence is another way of saying that Java is an:hitcctu rc 
neut ral. Platfom1 intJcpenlk rH.:c is the capability or the same program to 
work on di fl°l:rent operat ing systems; Java is completely platform 
independent. This means that Java programs don't care what system 
they're running on. 
.M 
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2.14.2.3 C++ 
In the early 1980, Djarnc Stroustrup at AT&T Ocll Laboratories clc.:signcd C++ as 
an extension to the C language, providing data abstraction and object-oriented 
programming facil ities. Stroustrup designed the language to remain compatible and 
comparable with C in terms of syntax, performance and portability. The C++ language 
provides key capab il ities and benefits offered by object-oriented programming. C++ 
excludes fea tu res that would constra in its use to a limited set of application domains and 
environments. The mechanisms are defined to allow highly efficient implementations and 
versatility offered by the language (1 61. 
Some of the C++'s fea tures and advantages arc listed below: 
• Object-oriented programming 
The possibili ty to orientate programming to objects allows the 
programmcr to design applications from a point of view more likc a 
c.:o m111u11icatio11 between ohjec1s that 011 a s1ru c.:1ured sequenn : ol code. In 
add ition ii allows the reusahil ity of code in a more logical and productivc 
way. 
• Portab il ily 
The sa111e C++ code can he compi led in almosl any type of compuler and 
operating syste111 without making changes. It is obvious thal C++ b. one of 
thc 111nst uscd and ported to different platforms progra111111ing language. 
• Brev ity 
Code writ ten in (' t .. i-; vcry i-; hort in <.:0111pari-;011 with nl hcr language<... 
since the UM: of spt·t·ia l d1111 11l'tcr:-. is pr ·k11ed before key worcl ....... uv ing 
effo1 t (11 11d pro longing lhc l ifc of 0 11 1 kcyhourds). 
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Modular programming 
An application's body in C++ can be made up of several source cock files 
that arc compiled separately and then linked together. Saving time since it 
is not needed to recompile the complete applicat ion when making a single 
change but only the file that contains it. In addit ion, this characteristic 
allows to link C++ code with code produced in other languages like 
Assembler or C. 
Speed 
The resulting code from a C++ compilation is very efficient, due indeed to 
its dual ity as high-level and low-level language and to the reduced size of 
the language itself. 
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2.14.3 Database 
A database is a store of information. It is a self-clescrihing colkction of integrated 
data. It is self-describing because it contains a description of itself in a data dictionary 
[l2]. The data is stored in tables and categorized by fields. Each group of information is 
a record. A database can be searched or queried to find the data required. Because data is 
generally retrieved via a query , the data itself docs not need to be entered in any 
Particular order. 
2.14.3.l Microsoft Access 2000 
Microsofl Access provides users wi th one of the simplest and most nexihlc 
DBMS solutions 011 the market today Regular users of Microsoft products will enjoy the 
familiar Windows " look and feel" as wel l as the tight integration wi th other Mi<.:rosoft 
Office famil y products. A11 abundance of wizards les~e n the complexity of administrative 
tasks and the ever-present Mi<.:roso ft Offi ce l lclper i ~ ava ilable for those who care to use 
it. Against other desktop database packages Acccss has one huge advantage. Access 
llllegratcs well with Microsoft Offi ce packages and data transfer between Access and the 
Other Office <.:ompone111s is relatively easy. 
In addition, against the other desktop clataha~e!'i Acee~~ i!'i hot h rich in feature~ and 
r>owcrfut. Microso ft Access is a desktop database package. It is not designed to compete 
With syst1.:111s such as Orack or SOL Server - full database servers - whose engines are 
superior in terms of speed and multi -user capithilitie'\. Microsofl Acces~ is a relational 
dattihase. This 1ype of dalahase ha-. a much more complex de~ig11 which, in 111rn, offer~ 
llluch 11101 e t11m:tio11ality a11d !HlWl'I . The dow 11'\ ide i-. thal an dlccti vc 1da1io11al 
da1u1, . . Ilse needs to he dr'\1g111.;d p1 l1pclly. 
17 
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Some of the features and the advantages that Microsoft Access pnsl's are us 
followed: 
• Making Information Easy to Find and Use 
Access 2000 continues to off er an easy-to-u. c tool for easily finding 
information that provides consistency and integration with the other 
applications in the Office suite. 
• Web-Enabled Information Sharing 
• 
• 
• 
Access 2000 allows easily sharing information via the corporate intranet 
and the ability to easily host a database within the browser. This combines 
the power of a desktop database with the power of the web. 
Powerful Solutions Tools for Managing Information 
Power users and developers may now create solutions that combine the 
case-of-use of the Access interface (client) with the scalability and 
reliahility of SO L Server. 
User-friendly forms interface 
Microsoft /\<.:cess allows users 10 enter information in a graphi<.:al form 
and have that information transparently passed to the database. This 
method is less intimidating for the data entry operator hut requires a lill lc 
more work on the part of the database administrator. 
Generating of sumniarie~ . 
Reports provide the capahility lo quickly produce atlrnctivcly formatted 
'\u111111:11 ie~ ol the data t:ontaincd in one or more t able~ and/or 
l(lll' t ic.:s. l{rplHh allow the inclusion ol gtaphic~. allractive formattini; and 
pagi nalillll . 
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2.14.3.2 Microsoft SQL Server 7.0 
Microsoft SOL Server 7.0 offers a solution that's aimed at rapid development and 
low-cost implementation. Microsoft SOL Server 7.0 run limited on Windows based 
platform. Built-in Internet integration allows users to conduct business on the Internet 
and build intranet sites. Microsoft SOL Sever 7.0 has increased many fronts depending to 
the previous versions, and terabyte database arc supported. SOL Server 7.0 leads in price-
performancc by reducing administrati ve overhead and lowering total cost of ownership 
With a design that is geared toward dynamic configuration. 
Many of the day-to-day manual tasks of the database administrator have been 
au tomated. Dynamic locking, dynamic memory allocat ion, auto-grow tcmpdb, auto-grow 
log fi les, auto-grow database fil es, automatic creation of the database upon a restore, 
automatic index creation across an entire database, and many otha new features help 
eliminate administrative tasks. Microsoft SOL Server 7.0 minimizing complexity for 
users, administrators, and developers allows application to be deployed at a lower cost 
a J . nc in less time. 
The most significant advantage of the Microsoft SOL server is the wide variety of 
third party dient support client support available, from those designed strictly for 
application clevclopment to add-in SOL server access modules for standard PC-hased 
DllMSs such as Paradox and dBASE. There ;,ire even acccs~ modules that let u '\er~ query 
the database from leading spreachhcet program. I (i J . 
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Some of the Microsoft SOL Server's features and advnntagcs arc listed in the 
following [IO]: 
• Easy access to data through the Web 
Users can use I ITIP to send queries to the databa. c, perfonn full-text 
search on documents stored in database, and run queries over the Web 
with natural language. 
• Highly Scalable and Reliable 
• 
• 
• 
SQL Server with scale up and scale out capabi lities meets the needs of 
demanding e-commerce and enterprise applications. 
Integrated and exte11sihle analysis services 
Users can build end-to-end analysis solut ions with integrated tools tn 
create value from data. Additionally, users can also automatically drive 
business processes based on analys is results and flexibly retrieve custom 
result sci!-. from the most complex calculat io 11!-t. 
Simplified management and tuning 
It is easy w manage databases centrally alongside all enterprise resource:-.. 
Stay nnlinc whi le ea:-.ily moving and copying databases across cnmputers 
or between instances. 
Ouick develllpment , deh11ggi11g, a11cl data 1ra11sfor111 a1ion 
SOL Servl.' r f l.' atu res the ahil ity In interactive ly tu111..: and debug queries, 
quickly mow and transfo rm data frnn1 any !'>Olm:c, and define and use 
function:-.. LJ,c,, can visually dcsi!!n and l'odc database applicat ion~ from 
any Visua l Studio tool. 
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2.14.3.3 Oracle 
Oracle platform is available for multiple operating systems and research proved 
that Oracle runs great on Unix . Oracle is more standards-bused as well with a set of neat 
features. Oracle databases arc as powerful as the users want them to be. Oracle also is 
able lo efficiently utilize hardware platform that and manage multiple high-speed 
processors, clustered servers, high bandwidth connectivity and fau lt tolerant storage 
technology. Java application can run perfectly with combinat ion of Oracle database. 
Oracle also provided the users with more power and flexibil ity with the database 
to rncet the user requirements. Oracle able handles a rapidly expanding amount of users 
and/or data gracefully. 
One of the disadvantages is Oracle has weird concepts and names as well. As a 
result, users have to be undergoing spedalized training/knowledge to be more familiar 
With Oracle database management ; even the experts of other OUMS, like Microsofl SOL 
Server and Microsoft Access. Beside:--. Oracle needs a cost ly start-up solution ol dataha:--c 
management. Besides. total of ownership is high for Oracle 1111. 
41 
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2.15Chapter Summary 
In this chapter, literatu re review is carried out. Li terature review help~ to 
understand the system to be developed as well as the tools using to develop this system. 
The manual system has plenty of effici encies and thus need a computerized system to get 
rid of the errors. The comparison was being carried out between the manual system and 
the computcri:ted system. Besides manual system, a few existing software that can be 
purchased onlinc and previous thesis arc reviewed too. The features provided by them are 
compared with CMIS in th is chapter. 
A few technologies arc reviewed in order to choose the best approach to implement 
the system. There arc many development tools that arc available in the market. Different 
development tool offers different approach. Each tool has its own strengths and 
Weaknesses. So, this chapter intends to present some of the features offered hy certa in 
development tools and platforms. The development tools and plat fo rms reviewed include 
Operat ing systems, programming languages, and databases. 
After the litera ture review was carried out , it is definitely resulted a more 
Understanding of the system to he developed. 13esidcs, it is hoped that the most 
convenient development tools and platform arc chosen for the development phase in the 
near futu re. 
• 42 . 
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3 Methodology and System Analysis 
3.1 Introduction 
Thoroughly planning is a must in a project for effective development in order to 
achieve the project's goals. System analysis is important to a newly develop system. 
System analysis is the phase where the study of the current system is done and including 
the defini tion of the user requirements for the new system. 
3.2 Fact-finding Techniques 
Fact-fi nding techniques refer to the methods of gathering information, 
requ irements, and prcferem:cs com:crning the system to be hui lt. This ted 1nique is inclcccl 
needed in order to establish a complete understanding of the system. /\ few techniques 
have been used in this proj l.!ct for gathering usefu l and related da la. 11 is also called 
infonnation gathering or data collection . 
• 
• 
Internet 
ln1ernet is one of thl.! most important ;md cnmplctc i11 forr11atio11 -gathcring center!\. 
It provides its users with a wick range nf information and n.: fcrcm:c. Therefore, it 
becomes the main snurce for any ambiguities that arc arisen in the ck vclnpmcnt 
work. Information can he gathered through webs i t e~ that arc concerning the 
diff crent plat fom1 !'.. clcvclop1111.! 11t toob, <lataha\c and etc . 
Research 
Rescard1 ha-. hl·c 11 done 011 the pr t:v iou -. thesi!'. i11 order to ge t '11111c J!C llcra l idea 
ahout hmv the projrrt b t::11 riccl out. The pr cvi tlll\ thcsi' that arc rcvinvcd arc 
"Medil'al l11f<11 111 11ti1111 System" and .. Sistem Pe11µ111usi 111 Maklt1111at l'c!'.ak it Klin ik 
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Utama". It also helps to organize and as analyze the rcqttircmL'lllS, hcnc: fils und 
limitations of the project lo he developed. 
Interview and questionnaire 
In order to well suit the system with the real world environment , interview is one 
of the important portions to be carried out. By interviewing, actual information 
that is needed to build up a system can be gathered. Besides, further information 
can be obtained through the questionnaire. In additional to that, comments about 
the inefficiency of the manual and current system are recognized. The interview 
was conducted in Klinik Wong and Klinik Mediviron Sdn. Bhd. Suggestions for 
the new system arc also provided through the interview. 
Review current manual system 
By studying the current system, a fu ll understanding of the system is obtained. A 
review to the current system is important because it gives us the opportunity to 
study the d'ficiency and inefficiency of the current system. It is hoped that the 
review will assist i11 bui ld ing a user-friendly system tn increase the cffic:i cncy and 
effectiveness or the system and cover the users' requirements . 
• . 14 • 
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3.3 Project Methodology 
3.3.1 Prototyping 
Prototyping is a system development methodology that uses " trial and error" 
approach for discovering how a system should operate. The greatest strength of 
prototyping is that the process helps to develop a close working relationship between the 
system developer and thl.! users. This relationship assists build trust and acceptance for 
the new system. A second strength of the prototyping is that it is arguably the best 
systems development method for idcnt if ying how a system should operate when the 
system 's specifications art.! hard to define. Also, the cycle of the prototyping process 
proceeds rapidly 11 J. Figure fo llowing shows how prototyping works. 
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Collect 
Requirements 
Develop/Refine 
Prototype 
Review Prototype 
with User 
Implement and Use 
System 
NO 
FiJ.: 11 re 3-1: /low prowtypi11>-: works. 
3
.J .2 Waterfall Model with Prototyping 
The development strategy in this project is Walerfa ll Model with prn10typing. In 
the development of the p1 ojcct, the Waterfa ll Model will serve a' the ha\e lor the ' hnle 
dcvcJo t f • • · ·1 I · 1· 1· pmcnt >ecause the steps o 11 1 ~ very ~ 11rn ar to t 1c gcm:m: \ tep' o ~o twan.: 
dcvclop111e11 t process that :11 c applicahlc to all \O ft warc engineering paradigm, . It abo 
Provides a template into which methods for anal y!> i ~. de,ign, <.:oding. te,tinµ. and 
ll taintcnancc <.::111 he placed. The watcrfa ll 111 odel i ~ u~ed hecau~e it can e:l\ ily ident it y the 
Proje1.:t's 111 ilc~t11 11c~ . lk sidc!>, the .;1:iµc!> a1c ca ... ily "l'!lllllllcd 11 0111 anothc1. It dcl111e-. 
Clearly cad1 st;1gc ol the dt•vclnp111r 11t p1rn:c.;s. F1111hr 11rn11c, lhc \ i111 plir i1 y of lhr 
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Waterfall model can make it easy to explain to end users who an: not familiar with the 
software development. 
Prototyping is involved in the early stages of the development where there was a 
high degree of uncertainty in several areas in lhe user requirement.. The emphasis of 
prototyping is on trying out and experimenting with ideas, elicit and experiment with user 
interface requirements and usabili ty factors as well as providing, assumptions about 
requirements not on system completeness. With the integration of prototyping, it makes 
the requirement analysis, system design, and program design much more easier and 
accurate to be captured and done. Besides, it is not feasible for developers to journey 
through the entire Waterfall model to make enhancement. 
System Requirements 
Dcfi 11i1io 11 
Sy:-1e111 Analysis 
System design 
Prototyping 
En ha nee me 111 
Fig11 n· J 2: /\ gr"11l11rnl """'"'of tfw \\'(lfc•r/(11/ Modl'I with l 'rntmr1n11 J.:. 
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The principal stages of the model map onto the fundamental clevch)pment nctivities are ns 
followed : 
• 
• 
• 
System Requirements Definition 
In this phase, potential system arc identified, selected, and planned. The system is 
concluded wi th a complete set of requirements of the desired external behavior of 
the system to he developed. 
System Analysis 
System analysis is learning about the problem to be solved. It is a study of 
problem domain to recommend improvements and specify the requirements for 
the system. It is also used to understand all the constraints on the solution. In this 
phase, many tasks or sub-phases arc performed. It is a decomposition process 
where tkcomposing the problems into sub-problems with the goal of 
understanding the entire problem. After this stage, a thorough understanding is 
gained about the sy~ tem to he developed. This indudes determining the system 
requirements and etc. After the requirements arc collected, information is 
organil.cd using the data , and processes. 
System Design 
In this phase. the proposed ..;ystem is designed :H.:cording to the detai ls of the 
particular approach dmscn. It establishes an overall system architecture. There arc 
a few elements that nwst he designed during this sta!!.e . Thc..;c ind utlcd forms and 
reports, inter face~ and di:dngues. databases and riles, prm.:cssing and logic, and 
ell.:. 
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Coding and Implementation 
Many separate activities occur during the system implementation. It is focusing 
on the transformation of the system design into a working information system. 
These activities include software programming and system testing. Other 
activities include system conversion, documentation, user training. and support is 
focu sed on preparing for using the new information system. 
Programming or coding is the process of transforming the system design into a 
working computer system. It is also concerning the transformation of the 
algorithms defined during the design stage into a computer understandable 
language. During this transformation, both processing and testing occur in 
parallel. A. hroad range of testing is performed before a system is <.:0111pleted. The 
testing will check the entire system behaves according to its specifications during 
design phase . 
Maintenance and Enhancement 
After the system is delivered, it is essentially in the maintenance phase of the 
dcvclop1m:nt cyd e. Maintenance is the continued detection and repair of hugs 
after deployment whereas enhancement means additional of new capabilities. In 
this phase, maintenance requests arc collected from the users. As with the initial 
development of the system, implc1m:ntccl changes arc formally reviewed and 
tested before installation into operation system-. . The ~yst cm maintenance proces~ 
parallels the pmces~ used to ini tia lly <levclop the information ~y~tem . 
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3.4 System Analysis 
The investigation, analysis, design, implementation, and evaluation of an 
information system, usually with the aim of computerizing some human activity. First, 
the problem to be solved must he accurately defined. The existing system is then 
investigated to understand how it works, using techniques such as flow charts and 
decision tables. Next, the results of the investigation arc analyzed and used as the basis 
for the design of a new system, making optimum use of the available computer hardware, 
software, and staffing resources. If it is a new system to be developed, all the user 
requirements such as user interface, data entry screen, reports, security , and etc as well as 
the possible constra ints need to be identified unti l the complete understanding of the 
system is gained. 
3
.s Importance of System Analysis 
System analys is decomposes the system into its smaller component pie<.:es in order 
to study how well each component parts work and interacts to accomplish its purposes. 
System analysis is an important and essent ial phase in the soft ware development li fe 
cycle. It is used 10 determine all the require1m:11ts before proceeding into suh:.equent 
Phase l9j. 
The purpose.; or 1his analy:.is pha:.c ;ire: 
• 
• 
• 
To :.urvey how avai lable system ha-. heen used and what ii doe:. . 
To al'q11i1e lrnowlcd~e 0 11 how a patic111 i11 fo1111atio11 'Yslcm wo1ks . 
Rcsc:11 d 1 011 how 1hi.;" 1s1r 111 l':t ll he dcvclopL"d 11 -; i11µ l'11 11 c11t and 111 :1 11>1: newl 
e1111.·1g1.· 11 rc tcd 111ologics. 
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• To understand the system data flows and processes. 
• To identify the major and minor components that will include: in the: system. 
• To identify the software and hardware requirements to develop and reside in the 
system. 
• Analyze control features to develop a robust and reliable system . 
3.6 Requirements Analysis 
3.6.1 Functional Requirements 
Functional requi rements refer to the descri ption of activities, function~, and 
Se . 
rv1ccs or, features a system must provide 151. In these cases, the system should react to 
Particular inputs and should behave in some particular situat ions. Sometime:-. , it i:-. also 
Slated that what sy:-.te111 :-.hould mll do. Furthermore, it is imlcpemJcnt fro111 the 
•mplcn1cntat ion of the solution. 
Basically, there arc four components recognized as the most important functional 
requi rcmc11ts for this project: Security Modu le, Doctor Module, Staff Module. and 
Phar · rnac1st Module. 
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3.6.1.1 Security Module 
This module consisting of several importanl sub-modules that provide the security 
functions to enable only the authorized users to log in to the system. 
I . login 
This sub-module allows users to login to the system. To use this system, users 
have to input their uscrnamc and password. The system will search and match the 
username and password in the database. Thus, only au thorized users arc allowed 
to login to the system. 
ii. Logout 
iii. 
This sub-module allows users 10 logout from the system. After using this system, 
the users arc required 10 logout from the system. This will surely increase the 
security of the system. 
Change password 
This suh-modulc allows users to change their password from lime to time. Users 
arc required to enter their uscrname and password before they can proceed to 
change the password. 
•v. Add new user 
V, 
This suh-modulc allows doc.:lor 10 add new user to the system. 
Delete ex isting user 
Th is suh-mod11 le all (lW\ doctor to delete existing u~e r~ whn q11 it ' f mm hi!-1/hcr 
respnnsihil it ics. 
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3.6.1.2 Doctor Module 
This module provides several sub-modules that will help to case the job of the doctor. 
The doctor can view, and add treatment records for the patient. 
1
• View records 
Doctor can easily view the patients' previous record from the computer screen. 
Only a unique name or registration number is needed to retrieve the record from 
the database. 
ii. Add medical records 
After examine the patient , the doctor input the medical record , treatments, and 
the drugs prescription to the database. It is useful for easy reference in the future 
reference. 
iii. Update medical records 
Doctor is the only person who will update the medical records for the patient. 
The doctor can update the medical records based on the patient 's current health 
status. This provides the doctor with the updated medical records and thus 
consults the pat ient appropr iately. 
•v. Search records 
The doctor can search the patients rece>rd th rough their registration number or 
their identity card number. 
v. E-mail 
The docto1 can email lo the docto r in other c:l in ic or hoi.;pi ta l nnc:e he reali1e~ that 
lhl' puticnl need.., l11rthcr trcatmcnl. 
5.\ 
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vi. Print referral letters or Medical Certificates 
In this sub module , doctor can print referral letter for the patient who needs 
further treatment as well as the medical certificates. 
vii. Appointment 
The doctor can make appointments for patients who need further treatments. 
Viii. Backup records 
The doctor can backup the record of the patients in the other database. 
IX. Manage staff data 
The doctor can manage the staffs ' record and data easily. It helps lo keep track 
the records easil y. 
3
.6.1.3 Staff Module 
I. 
ii. 
Add record for new registrat ion 
Staff can make a new registration easily th rough the computer keyhoard. Data for 
the new patient is then created and stored in the database. 
Update record 
Only Staff and doctor can update the profiles for the patients. Data can he 
updated from time to time. 
iii . Delete records 
This suh module help'\ the -.tall tu dclele the patie nt '~ record according to ~tune 
si t1111tio11 or c1Htclit ion. 
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iv· Search records 
The staff can search the record of a patient through his/her patient ID or IC 
number if he/she forgot to bring the patient ID card. Besides, the stuff can scttrch 
the patient 's record for updating purpose. 
v. Print report 
Staff can print the receipts for the patients. Besides, this module will assist the 
staff the summary of the daily, and monthly incomes. 
vi. Financial 
Vii . 
Viii . 
IX. 
This sub module will help the cl inic calculate the daily, monthly and yearly 
incomes. It also helps to calculate the expenses of the cl inic. 
Appointment 
This sub module will benefit the patient that needs a few treatments. It will assist 
the staff in making appointment for the patient fo r 11cx t trcatmenl. 
Generating of graph 
Graphs arc generated for patients' ratio and incomes anal ysis. 
Backup data 
The staff can backup data for the patients' pro fil es and other records. 
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3.6.1.4 Pharmacist Module 
1. Drug inventory 
II. 
iii. 
IV. 
V. 
vi . 
Vii. 
This sub-module will help the pharmacist in the drug inventory stock. Drugs 
quanti ties arc automatically deduced aft er the drug is given to the patients. 
Efforts to count the quant ity arc saved. Besides, a list will list out the drugs that 
arc in critical balance or near its expiry elate. 
Add new drugs 
The pharmacist can add new drugs record to the database. 
Delete drugs' record 
The drugs' record that is no longer in use can be deleted form the database. 
Search clrugs record 
The pharmacist can search the drugs easily from the database. 
Edit drugs' record 
Drugs' information can he updated or edited from time to time. 
View drugs' record 
This suh-modulc will list the description and other important information such al\ 
supplier, cost per 1111it of the drugs. 
Printing of drugs' summary and drugs' label. 
The pharmacist c 111 print the drugs' lahel. Besides. drug' · -;1111111rnry cun he 
printed tor easy 1clerc11n· . 
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viii. Dispensation of medicine prescription 
The pharmacist is able to dispense the medicine to the patient mort' accurately 
and reduce errors during dispensing of medicine. 
ix. Backup drugs' record 
The pharmacist can backup the drugs' record in other database. 
3.6.2 Non-functional Requirements 
Non-functional defines the description of other feat ures, characteristic, and system 
constraints that define a satisfactory system rs1. 
• 
• 
• 
Reliabi lity 
The system should he reliable in performing its dai ly fum:tions and operations. It 
shall 110 1 produ <.:e any fowl or costly failures when it i ~ being u ~ed . Be~ide~, it i~ 
expected to perform its intended functions accurately and precisely . 
Usabil ity 
The system should be easy to use and navigate. The co111plex ity nf the system 
shall he eliminated. The usahility of thL: system wi ll pro111i -;e it will 110 1 limit and 
restrict the dai ly operations as well as the administration. 
Security 
The system ought 10 be equipped wi th sufficient security. Each iH.:ce~~ has to he 
authenticated and validated hy the system. Th i..., will help to pr oh:ct ol any leakage 
of contidentia l in lonnatinn. 
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• 
• 
• 
• 
Manageability 
The system should be developed in the sense of easy to mnnagc. All the 
administration procedures must in simple mode. This will make the maintenance 
and enhancement simpler and not very time-consuming. 
Flexibili ty and scalabi lity 
The system should have posses the capability 10 lake advantage over new 
technologies and resources. It means that the sys1em can be adapted to meet 
changing requiremcnls. 
User-friend! iness 
The graphical user inlerfacc uses pictures and icons as well as menus to send 
instructions back and fonh from lhe user to lhe computer system. It is a way of 
prcscn1 ing progra111 cont rol functions and oulput to user. It provides belier visual 
meaning 10 the users. Meaningfu l icons encourage the users to use the system 
more confidently. Besides, ii enables users to avoid inputting some1i111es-arcnne 
commands into the computer and unin1entionally mistakes. Nevcrthdes~. 
confirmation messages wi ll he displayed for non-trivial processes such as dclelion 
and da la updaling . 
Rohus1 ness 
The sys1em 1ha1 is consisting of different 111od11 lcs will he resting 10 en, ure ead 1 
module achieves i1s expecled outcome and funclions. Afler the modules te!-\ling, 
the modules will he 1hen integrated and tested. /\ny errant 1ha1 is discovered 
during 1hc syste111 tl!sting will he solved i111111edia1cl y. This will ensure the 
robustness of the system to its cxpecled level. 
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Modularity and mainta inabil ity 
System design and coding wi ll he implemented using the modulnr approach. This 
approach decomposes the system into a hierarchy of modules such that the higher-
levcl modules define the system in general whereas the lower level modules 
describe the system in more specific terms. This will make the system easy to 
understand, code, debug, and maintain. 
Legislation 
All of the software including the platform and software used must be assured with 
a licensed copy. None of the pirated software is permission to be used. 
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3.7 Technologies Analysis Conclusion 
After analysis on the strengths, advantages, constraints, and limitations of the 
various technologies - software and hardware, this sy. tcm will be built using 
programming language Microsoft Visual Dasie 6.0, DBMS Microsoft SOL Server 7.0, 
client-server architecture, platform Windows 2000 in client side and in server side. 
For the development of the CMlS, Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0 is chosen for its ease 
to use, thus more focus on the designing and developing the functions of the system. 
Visual Basic integrated well with Windows based platform, and run faster than its 
competitive programming language - Java. System developed with Visual Basic has a 
Windows based graphical user interface, thus giving the users more familiar with 
functions avai lable, less training, and user-friendly. 
llackcnd system consists o f a /)atahase Ma1101-:emt111t System (/J/JMS) inslallcd at 
Server side. The DUMS chosen is Microsoft SOL Server 7. SOL Server is chosen 
comparing with Microsoft J\cce~s 2000 because SOL Server is more rcliahlc; ~upport a 
large number o f concurrent users, good sc.;curily features, and good database 
management, as well as support a Very Lar~e Datahase (V/. f)/J) that may he in terahytes 
Of data. 
Client-server architecture nf network is chosen because it is more reliabilit y, 
ensuring good security measures, learner 10 add additional clients, and easy to 
tniptcmt:ntcd. Clic11t-sc1ver is mnn.: rcliahility 1ha11 other network, like Internet, hecause 
client-server is normally using /.orn/ Arm Network (I.AN) to t.:onnect hctwcc 11 them. LA N 
can guarantee safe anti :-:oull(l tra11'\portatio 11 '> of data wi thout t.:nnccrn' about the data 
sec re . . cy an cl 111tq~nt y. 
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Windows platform is chosen for rhe clicnl and server side. The rt!nson for this 
choice is Windows pla1for111 is easier to use and many users already us~ \ indows before, 
thus they need less training and can maintain the system wel l. Windows :moo offers 
greater reliabil ity, grealcr s<.:alable, easier to manage, higher level of security, and etc. 
Furthermore, Windows 2000 is fas ter than any operating sy. tem released by Microsoft 
[l5]. Besides, Windows platform designed to work perfect ly with Visual Basic program 
and SQL Server. 
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3.8 Run-time environments 
3.8.1 Server Hardware and Software Requirements 
The following computer hardware and sofl warc configuration wa. found to be the most 
suitable to deploy the server environment. 
Computer Processor Unit Processor not less than 350 MHz 
Hard Disk Space 10.2 GO 
Random Access Memory 128 MB RAM 
Additional Devices CD-ROM Drive, Printer, UPS, Network 
Interface Card (NIC) 
Operati ng System Microsoft Windows 2000 Server 
Database Management System Microsofl SQL Server 7.0 
Tahlc J -1: St:rl'<'r lwr<bvarc and sojiwarc req11ire111em s. 
3
.a.2 Client Hardware and Software Requirements 
The following computer hardware and soflware configuration was found 10 be the most 
suitable tn deploy the client environment. 
Computer Processor Unit 
I lard Disk Space 
Random Access Memory 
Addi1ional Devices 
Procc~sor nol lc!\S than 300Ml l1. 
4.2 GB 
64 MB RAM 
C 'D-l{OM Drive, Printer, Ndwork 
lntcrfare Card (N IC) 
Operating System Mirm"olt Window ... 2000 Prolcs ... ional 
Tahl<' 3-2: Cl1 C'11t lwrdwarr t11ul .wft"''" ''' " "!""''1111·111' . 
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3.9 Chapter Summary 
In order to develop a system that is really ful fi lled the working environment , a few 
techniques arc used to gather information that is important to the system to be built . 
Techniques such as interview and questionnaire, Internet, research on previous thesis, and 
review current manual system were carried out to obtain the information and data that are 
crucial and usefu l to the system to be developed. 
The methodology chosen to develop CMIS is Waterfa ll Model with prototyping. 
Waterfa ll model will serve as the base of the whole development. Whereas, prototyping 
involved in the early stages of the development where there was a high degree of 
uncertainty in several areas in the user requirements. 
Requirements analys is was done in this chapter as wel l. The requirements analysis 
is divided into fu nctional and non-fu nctional requirements. f unctional requirements arc 
Categorized into Security Module, Doctor Module, Staff Module, and Pharmacist 
Module. These will he the functions that th is system provides. Whereas, 11on-f11nctional 
defines the description or other features, characteristi c, and system constrai11ts that define 
as · 
' at1sf actory system. 
This chapter also concludes the technologies, tools and platform that will be using 
tn the developme11t phase. It also stated the run-ti me e11vironment requirements in 
hardware and soft ware for the server and die111. Un
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4 System Design 
4.1 Introduction 
System design is defined as those tasks that focus on the specification of a detailed 
computer-based solution, on the technical or implementation [5]. It is also called physical 
design. The purpose of system design is to determine how to construct the information 
system to best satisfy the documented requirements. Meanwhile, the goal of the system 
design is to design an informat ion system that is effective, reliable, and maintainable. In 
general, the design processes begin with the output progresses to input, then data storage, 
and system processing. The design phases arc focused on user interface design, data 
storage, and system structure (how data arc linked). 
4.2 Architectural design 
In architectural design, la rge system is decomposed into sub-systems that prov ide 
almost all related set of services. This is the initial design of identi fying sub-systems, 
establishing a framework for sub-system cont rol and communicat ion. Besides, the suh-
systc111s that make up the.: whole system and thei r relationships are identified and 
documented. The fo llowing figures arc: 
CJ Context Diagram of ('MI S. 
lJ Structure 'hart of CM IS. 
lJ Zero Level DFD for Sccur ity Module. 
lJ Zero Level DFD ftH Dm:tor Modu le. 
lJ / ,cit) Lcvd l)FI) hu Stal I Modu le . 
lJ Zero I .cvd DFD for Pl 111 1 11wl"i~ t Module. 
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Clinic Management Information System 
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4.3 Database Design 
Database design is the process of translaling logical data models i1110 physical database 
schemas [5). The design of the database is very important because ii greatly affect the 
performance of data retrieval , updaling, and query as well as in the run-time period of the 
system. Besides, a database should he reliable, adaptable, and scalable to new and 
unforeseen requiremenls and applications. Below arc some of the database tables of 
CMJS. Symbol ,.,. represenls !he primary key. 
Field name Data type Size Description 
**Patient lD i Ill lO Unique number generated by SOL 
~ for patient created 
Name Char 50 Patient 's name 
ICNumhcr Char 15 Pa1icnt 's idenlity card number 
~ Address Char 50 Patient 's address 
~ Post Code Char 6 Post code 
City - - -Char 20 City 
Sia le - - - - - State ~ Char 20 
Co untry - - - - Count ry Char 20 
I lomePho11c - - - --Char 15 I lomc 1clephonc i-
- - - --
~ MohilePho11c Char 15 Mohilc phone.: 
- - - --
~ Race Char I 0 Pa1ie11t 's rat:c 
Gender - - --~ Char I 0 Gender 
BloocJTypc -- - - -- --'har 5 Palient 's hlood lypc 
_ Mari1alS1a1us - ('h;-,r-- -)() Paticnt 's mari tal status 
Nationality - Ch;-,r-- - - -- - -
-
20 Patient 's nationali1 y 
--
- -- -
-
Occupation Char 50 Paticnl ' ~ ot:t:upation 
Passporl No - --Char 50 Pa1i 1.:n1 · ~ pa~sport number 
~ 
--- - -
Tahl" ./-/ : /)utuhtl\'c' tu hie of Pa1ic111 \ / 'l'nmw/ lnfu r111utiu11. 
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Field name Data type Size Description -
**DruglD Char 20 Unique drug's 10 -- ·-
Description Char - 500 Description of the drug -
Allergies Char 500 Drug's allergies --
Precaution Char 500 Precaution to use the drug -
Supplierf D Char 50 The drug's supplier -
Quantity Int 1000 Drug's quantity 
Table 4-2: Daw base table of Dnq~ 's dewils. 
-
Field name Data type Size Description 
**Patient ID Int IO Unique number generated by SQL 
for patient created 
~ Disease Char 50 Disease infected by the patient 
Date smallc.latet inU:- 4 Date the patient is infected by the 
~ disease 
Tahlt• 4-3: Datalm.,·c· whle of l'atic111 's Disease I liswry. 
Field name D ata type 
f"":":::-::::-......,_--1-
"'"' Patient lD In t 
Treatment Char 
Tahlt· 4-·I: 
. -----Size Description 
I 0 
50 
---Unique number generated hy SOL 
for patient created 
Description of the treatment given 
to patient induding name and 
quantity 
I )awlm:w tah/1• of l 'ati1•111 ·., Tn•a111w111. 
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Field Data type Size Description -
name 
Usernarne Char 15 Name used to represent nn idt!ntity of 
a user 
Password Char 8 Security code needed to login to 
CMIS 
Tahle 4-5: Data/Jase table of User Details. 
Field name Data type Size Description 
**Patient ID inl IO Unique number generated by SQL for 
patient created 
~ Date smalldatetime 10 Appointment date 
~ Treatment Char 50 Description of the treatment needed 
Tahle 4-6: Database ra/Jle of Appoi111111elll~-. 
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4.4 User Interface Design 
User interface design is concerned with the dialogue between a u. er and the computer. It 
is concerned with everything from starting the system or logging imo the. ystcm to the 
eventually presentation of desired outputs and inputs [5l User interface design is very 
important to offer a user-friendly, reliability, intuitive, minimize the need for users to 
memorize the process and events, and at the same time give a good impression to the 
users. Below arc a few screenshots of user in terface of CMIS system. 
iii. Login · ,.:~ 
Clinic Management Information System 
Version 1.0 
User Name: 
Password: 
.QK Cancel 
Fi~11n' 4-7: l.o~i11 Scrt'<'ll . 
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i r Dispen5atlon . .,;}lf..• • 1 ~I 
Patient Identification 
Name: 
IC No· Gender: 
Address: 
Postal Code: City: 
Telephone: 
Patient ID: II 
I • 
IC No: 
QK Cancel 
Fi~ure 4-8: Dispe11.w11io11. 
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Clinic Management Iufonnatiou Syste1n 
Version 1 .0.0 
Clinic M anagemenl Information Syslem (CMIS) 
ic a Gyc t.ern t.hat. compu terize the clinic 's 
act.ivit.ie s. 
Warning : This computer program is protected by 
copyright law and international treaties. 
Unauthorized reproduction or distribution of this 
program, or any portion or it. may result in severe 
civil and criminal penalties, and will be prosecuted 
to the maximum e><tent possible under law. 
Fi1:1m1 4-CJ: A/Jout Screen. 
iii. List of Druo• · · i-A · 
l[ .............. o.R······· ........ !I 
. ................................................... . 
~stem Info ... 
The ht below shows the drugs that are expired Of appcoaching thew shelf hie 
BRAND NAME DRUG NAME SHELF LIFE REMAINING 
Acid1ne Famolld1ne 29.Jan 02 30 
Saizen Somat1op1n 30.Jan 02 50 
Nue~n T heophylhr1e 30Jan 02 250 
Dext1omelho1phan HBr 30Jan·02 300 
Am1tr1ptyhne HCI 30Jan·02 300 
Sandostatn Octreottde 30.Jan 02 125 
c rernn Oelap11I HCI 30.Jan 02 500 
Norcolut Noieth1ste1one 30.Jan 02 250 
Bea ic Bromhexinc HCI 30.Jan 02 100 
Ancotd Flucylos1ne 30.Jan 02 300 
Kez01al Ketoconazolc 30Jan·02 100 
Amoxic1l11l 30Jan O? 300 ~ 
Show lhe drugs when the~ shell ltfc IS n doys hom now Change 
~I Ir - Qr 
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4.5 Chapter Summary 
System design is defined as those tasks that focus on the spccification of a detailed 
computer-based solution, on the technical or implementation. There arc three kinds of 
design defined in this chapter, which arc Architectu ral design, Databa e design, and User 
interface design. 
Architectural design partitions the system into subsystems and functions. It shows 
the overall system to be developed. It also provides the beginnings of an outline for 
drawing the data flow diagrams. Database design is the process of translating logical data 
models into physical database schemas. It is important because it can affect the overall 
performance of the system. Some of the tables are included in this chapter. User interface 
design is concerned with the dialogue between a user and the computer. Too complicated 
user interfaces wi ll prevent users from using the system. Thus, thc uscr interface should 
be user friendliness. A. few screenshols of user interface of CMJS system arc captured in 
th' IS chapter. 
Finally, it is hoped that the systcm design defined in this chapter wi ll provide a 
full development guide in the devd opment phase later. 
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5 System Implementation 
5.1 Introduction 
The process of assuring that the information system is operational and then 
allowing users to take over its operation is called system implementation. System 
•ntplemcntation is further defined as the construction of the new system and the delivery 
of that system into production in a day-to-day operation. It involves coding step that 
translates a detai led design representation of software into a program language 
realization. System implementation implements the various components of the system 
based on the collected requirements, where the design is translated into a machinc-
rcadablc fomt. 
During implementation, all fur1<.:tionality planned in design pha!-.ed is checked. It 
Should be ahlc to process the corrcc1 data and produce accurate informa1ion to end-users. 
Any Prnhlcm or malfum:tion occurred is revised carefully and fi xed accordi ngly. 
S.2 System Development 
The devdopment environment is crucial for the c:ompleteness and successfu lness of 
any computer system. Development environment plays a major role in de termining the 
speed of developing the system. During development , the wcaknesse!-. will he noticed and 
llnprovctl; while the emus found wi ll he removed. 
Using suitable hardwar e and ~oftwarc wi ll help to speed up sy!-.tem development. 
l'hus, the h:11dwa1c and soltwarc arc cmcfull y t:onsidcrcd to lacil itatc the development of 
the Clink Ma11agc111r nt l11h11111:1ti 1111 Systcn1 (C'M IS). Sy~tcm development ~0 11\ i ~" the 
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Used of methodology chosen, forms coding, development tools, da1nhasc connection. The 
details arc illustrated as below: 
5.2.1 Development Tools 
5.2.l.l Hardware Requirements 
The fo llowing hardware specifi cations are required to develop CMIS: 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Pentium II 166 Ml lz CPU or above 
128 MB RAM 
10.2 GB !lard Disk 
1.44 M 0 fl oppy Disk 
Printer 
0 1her standard dcsklop PC compo11c111s 
S.2.1.2 Software Requirements 
l'hc following software spe<.:i ri ca1ions have been used 10 develop ('MIS: 
So lhvare 
Microsoft Wimlmv~ :woo Pmfcss ional-
Edition wilh Service Pack 2 
Micmson SOL Server 7.0 
M icmsofl Vi~11 i 1 l Ba~it: <di 
Descripl ion 
Opera1i11g System 
Da laha~e Server 
Development tool' 
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5.2.2 Methodology 
This project is developed using the waterfall approach. The development of thil' 
project will consist of fi ve stages, which arc requirement , design, coding, testing and 
operation. The system is design using logical flow and ii allows thee. timation of the 
rnilestones. Each stage must be completed before proceed to the next stage 10 ensure that 
the system is built according to the requirements and specifications. 
5.2.3 System Coding 
System coding is a set of instruction written in order to enable the code to be 
executed and perform the required functionality. A good and well-managed program 
Coding wi ll enhance the readabili ty of the whole program. In addition, it provides an casy 
Understanding to the program fl ow especially for those programs wi th high degree of 
complexity. 
S.2.3. l Coding Approach 
Coding is an iterative process whereby it is done until the programmer obtains the 
desired results. There arc two types of coding approad1; one is top-down and the other 
One is ho11om-up. The bo110111-up c.:oding is based on coding :-.0111e complete lower level 
lllodulcs and leaving the high level modules merel y as skeleton:-. that arc u:-.cd 10 c.::ill the 
lower modules, whereas the top-down approach is the reverse. 
For this system, coding is done with the holtom-up approach. It involves 
llnple111c111ing the high level and p1io1i1i1cd softwar e module~ rhut were l1111hc1 rclim:d 
into funcrions and proced111c:-.. The adv:11 11agcs of rhi -. apprnac.:h :11 c: 1c:-.1ing can he carried 
Our 011 MH11e of the f 11m;1ion-; '" :-.oon a-. ii j, co111plc1ed, and er itical lum:tion-. c.:a n ht· 
Coded li1 st to 1e:-.1 their c ll ic icncy . l k-;idc~. this 1ed1niq11c hnd a g1ca1 deal ol i111pm:1 111 
80 
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programming where it has Jed to more reliable programs that are easier to d~hug nnd 
maintain. 
S.2.3.2 Coding Style 
Coding style and its convention rules are important attributes to the source code 
and determines the intelligibility of a program. Thus, the coding style used in developing 
C~1JS follows the convention rules of a good programming style that involves the 
following: 
I. 
ii. 
iii. 
IV. 
Proper variables/fields naming that docs not against the reverse name. 
Meaningfu l and understandable function and method declarations. 
Standard paragraph indentation for a neater look. 
Keep all complex or compound statement as simple as possible to avoid 
confusion. 
5
·2.4 System Coding Tool - Visual Basic 6.0 
Visual Uasic is used to develop this system because it provides a se t of tools that 
lllakc it easy to develop powerful Windows appli ca ti o n~. The "Visual " part refe rs to the 
nicthod used to create the graphical user interface (GUI). Rather than writing 1 111memu~ 
lines Of code to describe the appearance and location of interface clements, j ust simply 
add pre-bui lt objects into place on the screen. The "Busic" part refers to the B/\SIC 
(Ocginners /\ II -Purpose Symbolic Instruction Code) language, a language u~cd hy more 
Programmers than any other languages in the histor y of computing. 
Vi~ual Basit· ha' cvolvl·d 11 0111 th1.· rni!!i na l B/\SI( ' la11g11t1ge ilnd 11ow l'<llltain' 
several h1111d1 ed :-;1atc11 w11i-. . t1111 l' tio11'\, :ind kcywrnd..,, 111any ot whid1 1clatl· dircl'tl y to th1: 
'Winttnws ( ilJI. l kginnt· 1 ~ l': 111 nt·a tc uscf11l applicatio 11s hy lca111inµ j11st a ft:w of the 
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keywords, yet the power of the language allows professionals 10 acc()mplish anything that 
can be accomplished using any olher Windows programming language. 
Visual l3asic also provides dala access features 10 crca1c da1abascs, front-end 
applications, and scalable server-side components for mosl popular database formats, 
including Microsoft SOL Server and other enterprise-level databases [ 17). 
5.2.5 Database Connection 
The database for this project is crea1cd using Microsoft SOL Server 2000. The 
Processes of creating database, crea1i11g and modify ing tables and their relationship is 
rnadc easy. Ac1ive X Dala Ohjecl (ADO) is used to slore and retrieve dala from lhe 
database. This projccl uses the (Data Source Name) DSN-lcss connection strings to 
connect to Microsoft SO L Server. 
l 'ro11ider = SQl .0 1.l :·on; .H·n •cr = AMDK6-2; 11id = cl; pwd = cl; tlutu/Jt1,·<· = CMIS 
All crn11mu11ica1io11 wi1h a da1ahase lakes place lhrough an open co1111cc1io11. 
Before any information can he inserted inlo or retrieved form the database, a connec1ion 
With the da1ahase musl e estab lished. The ADO connection nhj et.: I serves 1hi; purpose. For 
example: 
adcConnection. Connection String = "Prov1de1 SQLOLEDD; 
server=AMDK6-2; uid=cl; pwd = cl; database CM/SH 
adcConnect1on.ConnectionT1meout - 0 
adcConncction. Open 
- X2 
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5.3 Summary 
This chapter describes the implementation of the system hcing ckvclopcd. It begins 
With the introduction to the system implementat ion. System implementation implements 
the various components of the system based on the collected requirements, where the 
design is translated into a machine-readable form. 
Then, the chapter describes the development environment of the system. The 
system development includes of hardware and software requirements, methodology 
chosen, forms coding, development tools, and database connection. A sample code is 
included to show the coding environment. 
System testing will he discussed in the next chapter . 
• HJ 
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6 System Testing 
6.1 Introduction 
Testing is the process of determining whether a system performs its desired 
processing. It is an integral component of the software process and an activity that must 
be carried out th roughout the li fe cycle. Although testing is tedious, it is an essential and 
critical element of system quali ty assurance and represents the ultimate review of 
specifications design and code generation. 
Due to the difficulty of detecting errors and then locating and correcting them once 
a system is in operntion, CMlS was tested in several stages. System testing is required to 
ensure the system runs according to its specifications, reliable, and in line with the users' 
re · quircments and expectations. 
6.2 Objective of Testing 
l'hc reasons and objectives for perfo rming extensive tests during the design and 
development of the system are as followed: 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Achieve high quality assurance such as completc nes~. accuracy, rcliahility and 
maintainabi lity of the software program and its documentation . 
Ensure that the sy~tem can perform its functions "" expected . 
Reduce cost in maintaining the sy:·ilem . 
A method Im detection and 1e111oval of errors. 
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6.3 Testing Technique 
The component of a system will be allowed 10 mani p11 la1c 1hc data. and the output 
Will be observed. Thus, a wide range of inputs and conditions arc chosen in order to test 
that particular component. J\ test point/test case is a particular choice of input data to be 
used in testing program. Different test cases arc needed on different types of testing 
strategics. There arc two type of testing technique applied in the testing stage of the 
system: white box testing and black box testing. 
6.3.1 White Box testing 
White box lesling is a testing case design method lhal uses lhc conl rol structure of 
the procedural design to derive test cases. By using white box testing methods, the test 
cases wi1h the following characteristics can be derived 1201: 
• Exercise all logical decision on lheir true or fa lse sitk. 
• Exercise all loops al their boundaries and within their operational hounds. 
• Exercise internal data slructure to ensure their valid ity. 
• Guaranlcc lhal all i11dt:pc11dc11t paths within a module have hce n cxen:ised 
al leasl once. 
6.3.2 Black Box Testing 
Ulack hox 11.:s1ing focuses 011 lhc fu 11ctio11ality rcq11in.:111c111' ol lht: :-.y-.tcm. It 
enables the developer IU derive sels of i11p111s co11di1ions lhal will fu lly cxe rd-..c all 
functional rcqui1cmen1s f10 an application. Black IHlx h.: :-.ling wa-.. not 11 -..cd ;.-.. an 
a1tcr11a1ive 10 while hox tcsling 1cd111i q11e ratlu.:1 this 1cd111iq11c i:-. u:-.cd "'a 
CC)n1pfc111cnt a1 y uppt0:1ch 111111 is likely 11111111..·ovc1 a dilfc1c11t d a-.. .... of c11 rn -.. . Black hox 
lcs1i11g a1tc111 pts to li11d c11ot s i11 the follnwi11g ~a t cgotic:-. . 
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• 
Incorrect or missing functions 
Interface errors 
Errors in data st ructures or external data access 
Performance error 
Initialization and termination errors 
Chapter 6 System Testing 
h also tests the functionality of the system in an ad hoc basis without knowing the logic 
structure of the code. Input is provided and output is verified manually to check for 
accuracy l20]. 
6.4 Testing Strategy 
A strategy used to test this system is actually a series of steps that arc implemented 
sequentially. /\ fler a program is c..:omplctely coded, it wi ll he; tested under unit testing. 
Module testing wi ll start when all the; programs under a particular module have heen 
completely coded am! tested 11 ndcr 11ni1 testing. The integration testi ng is to recover errors 
associated with in1erfac..: i11g when integrat ing all !he modules. 
6
.4.1 Unit Testing 
Unil lesling focuses on verification effort on the smallest c..:omponent of the 
sys1c111 design. Each componcnl is lreated as a sta ndalone enti ty and 1es1ed indiv idually to 
ensure lhal lhey operate co11cc..:tl y. The unit tesl is t1 !'>11ally white-box oric111ed and the step 
Can be conducted in parallel for mult iple c..:omponents. 
The lest thal m:rn1:-. a:-. p:11 t ol unil tc'\l'I i.; ill ustrated :-.l'hemali t:all y in Fi>: 11rt• 6. / . 
l'hc lllOdule intcrfatc is ll.':-. tcd 10 r 11M11c I hat i11 ln1111:11i11 11 piopeily fl ow' i1110 and out of 
lhc Pmg111 111 un it umlc1 tc:-.t. The lm:11 l dara s11 u ·turl! is exami11c;d In e11, 11rc that data 
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stored temporarily maintains its integrity during all steps in an algorithm's t'xccution. 
Boundary conditions arc tested to ensure that the module operate pmpl! rly at hnundnrics 
established to limit or restrict processing. All independent paths (basis path) through the 
control structure arc exercised to ensure that all statements in a module have been 
executed at least once. Finally, all error-handling paths arc tested. 
Module 
Interface 
Local data structures 
Boundary conditions 
Independent paths 
Error handling paths 
. ~-
.~ 
1 I 
·- Test 
--~ 
Cases 
· ~ 
Fi~ure 6- 1: Unit Tesri11~. 
I I 
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6.4.1.1 Unit Testing Example 
Each table in the database has at least associated with two trigger programs, 
Which arc Record Adding and Record Deleting. Unit testing was carried out on each 
trigger program once it was completed. Table below shows the test case for un it resting 
on the Drug Record Adding and Deleting Crigger program. 
Step Test Procedure Expected Our put Test Result Analyzing 
1 Add a new drug The record is The record is inserted 
record to the system inserted successfu 11 y. 
permanently in the 
database. 
2 Enter the drug's The information for The drug 's record is 
name and search for that drug is selected shown successfu II y 
that re<.:ord. and shown to the and correctl y. 
user. 
-
,_ 
-] Press Delete button to The record is The record b removed 
remove the selected deleted permanent ly fro m the 
record from the permanent I y from table. 
database . the table. 
._ __ 
Ta hie 6-1: Unit Tes1i111-: l:'xamplc 
6.4.2 Control Objects Testing 
Command buttons arc d icked lo test their functionali ty and text boxes arc tested 
Wit h diffe1ent data types and also nu ll va lue to make su1 e invalid data will not cause any 
fault . 
HH -
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6.4.3 Different Data Type Testing 
Different data types like numbers, characters or date is used to test c~rtain 
function because some cont rol objects will only accept certain data type, invalid data type 
can be traced by the system without causing any error. 
6.4.4 Module Testing 
Module testing is to test the form of the system. All the programs under a sub 
module arc grouped into one form and all the related forms are grouped into a module. 
This testing will make sure all the forms arc link to the right location. 
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6.4.4.1 Module Testing Example 
After all of the triggers program for certain table were developed, module 
testing is carried out to ensure that the module is functioning as expected. Table below 
shows the test case for module testing on the triggers program for table TBL_PATIENT. 
Step Test Procedure Expected Output Test Result Analyzing 
I Click Login butlon CMIS Main Page is CMIS Main Page 
10 logon 10 CMlS. shown. shown successfully. 
2 Click New Patient New Registrat ion New Registration form 
to add a new record form is shown. shown successfully. 
for the pat ient. 
-3 Fill all the required The record is created The record is created 
fields and cl ick and inserted in the and inserted 
Register button to database. successfull y in the 
create the record. database. 
-
-4 Click Search The correspondence The com.:cl record is 
Patient hutto11 10 record in the shown. 
display the record Tl3L PATIENT is 
insened. selected and shown. 
-
Tahle 6-2: Module Tc1sti11;.: l~xumplc• 
t)(I -
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6.4.5 Integration Testing 
Integration testing is a systematic technique for constructing the prog,ram structure 
While at the same time conducting tests to uncover errors associated with interfacing. 
Testing a specific feature together with other newly developed feature is known as 
integration testing. In other words, when the individual components are working correctly 
and meet the objectives, these components are combined into a working system. 
In this project, a bottom-up approach has been used. Bottom-up integration testing 
begins construction and testing with modules at the lowest levels of the system and then 
rnoving upward to the modules at the higher levels of the system. Regression testing is 
the re-execution of some subset of tests that already been conducted to ensure that 
changes have not propagated unintended side effects. It is the activity that helps to ensure 
that changes (due to testing or for other reason) do not int roduce unintended behavior or 
additional errors. 
At the culmi11atio11 of integration testiug, this project is cnmplctcly assemhled as a 
Package, interfaces and linking errors have been uncovered and corrected. 
6.4.6 System Testing 
System testing is a series of different tests designed to full y exen.: ise the software 
system to uncover its limi tations and measure its capabi lities. The objective is to test an 
integrated system and verify that it meets spedfi ed requi rements. Although each test in 
this project has a different , all work to verify that o.;ystem elements have been properly 
lrttcgratcd and perform allocated funct ions. 
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6.5 Summary 
This chapter is all about testing. These testing include unit testing, module testing, 
integration testing, system testing, and etc. 
Clinic Management Information System has been tested and debugged effectively 
to achieve the objectives of the system. Nevertheless, there is no foolproof testing that 
Will ensure that programs arc free of errors. The best approach would be to use a 
COmbination of testing method - black box and white box testing together with 
inspection. 
According to Roger S. Pressman, he mentioned that "Testing cannot show the 
absence of defects, it can only show that system defects arc present." It is important to 
keep this in mind while conducting the software testing. 11 91 
Through all the testing phases, it is easier to ensure the system's qualit ies and 
Strengths. Debugging anti fi xing of the program can he done. The limitations of the 
system's functionalities can he found and improved. 
l\s a conclusion, testing phase is a very important phase in the System 
Development Life yd e (SDLC), and it must be done repeatedly and carefully to assure 
&Ood software quality. Un
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7 System Evaluation 
7.1 Introduction 
In the process of developing a system, various problems have been identi fied 
Which some have been solved and some of them arc yet to be discovered and overcome. 
These problems were solved through research and studies in fields such as the Internet, 
Online Books, journals and reference books. Besides, a lot of system analysis has been 
done on technological and programming concepts to grasp the concept of In ternet 
Programming. 
After all the designing and developing as well as implementing of CM IS, the end 
Product of the project is brought up for evaluation. Clinic Management Information 
System was evaluated tn ident ify the strengths and the limitations or the system. Beside~. 
Proposals and recommendations arc made fo r the fut ure enhancements of the system. 
7.2 Problems Encountered and Solutions 
7.2.1 Difficulty in Choosing a Suitable Development Tools 
There arc too many software tools that arc available for developing ' MIS as 
Stated in the earl ier chapters. It is di ffi cul t to choo~e thc 1110~ 1 sui table development toob 
fro rn a wide variety of choices. Choosing a suitable technology and tool' wa.., a crit ical 
Process as all tools possesses their own s t r e ngt h~ and weakm::--..,c:-- . Bc.., idc..,, the 
availabi lity of a technology. ha1dwa1c and supporti ng soft ware 10 support , ii.. learn ing 
curve, t ompati hi lit y with the cxi:-- tc11n : opt 1 a t 1 11 1 ~ sy:--te111 and tcd 111ologic.., ar c al..,n the 
lllajur l'o 11~ i clc rntio 11 . 
l)J 
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In order to solve the problem, seeking advices and views from proj t.'~t supervisor, 
course-mates and even seniors engaging in similar project were carried out. Furthermore, 
A great deal of reading and research from many sources, like books and ltucrnct 
regarding the problems helped to solve the problem, and choose the . uitahlc tools were 
done before any decision was made. 
7.2.2 Lack of Knowledge In Visual Basic 6.0 
Since there was no prior knowledge of programming in Visual Basic 6.0, there 
Was an uncertainty on how to organize the codes. These new programming languages and 
concepts were never taught hefore and to implement such as application requires a fai r 
&rasp of the languages. These programming approaches seem to be totally different from 
the traditional programming languages. 
Although it really cause a lot of time to learn the new technology, hut choosing to 
Program in Visual Basic Cdl proved to he a wise move. Most of the problems faced were 
lllanageable th rough browsing the In ternet for related materia ls and referring to the 
reference books available in the market. Discussion with friends especially seniors using 
the same technology was a great help. A more effi cient method was th rough trail and 
error during the coding phase. 
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7.2.3 Difficulty in Gathering Information 
Gathering information is one of the most important phases of the pmjcct. 
Problems arc arising when dealing with the requirements, as most of the cl inics and 
doctors reluctant to disclose the information as required for the project. This has made 
Useful data gathering techniques such as interviewing and observation difficult. 
Therefore, in order to gather the needed informat ion, other method of acquisition 
information required, such as informal interview with the doctors, research papers, 
Internet, and books arc done. 
7.2.4 Failure in Controlling Date Display Format 
The common date format used in Malays ia is according to the United Ki ngdom 
format that is 00/MM/YYYY. I lmvcver, implementing thi!- format in MS SOL generates 
errors in the date we stored in database. The formal that the MS SOL suppo rt~ is the 
lJnited States format as i11 MM/01)/YYYY . The incorrect elate wi ll he stnred instead of 
the actual date if the date is stored in DD/M M/YYY format. 
To overcome this problem , all the da te displayed and manipulated in CM IS is in 
MM/DD/YYYY format. 
7.2.s Difficulties in Defining The Flow Logic of the System 
The system is only hased lHl the i11formaticrn gathered Imm interview" with the 
doctors; as a result, the fl ow logil' of the ~yskm is very halll to dcli11c. The "Y"tc111 i~ onl y 
rollowing the flow lo~k ha~cd l ) ll my \111dcrs ta11di 11!! of the rcq11irc111enl \ and the 
11llponant of case of llSl' . 
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7.3 System Strengths 
• 
• 
• 
Simple, user-friendly and easy to use in tcr fncc 
The design of the interface of the system is based on graphical u. l!r interface 
(GUI). It is designed to be as user-friendly as the system can with the available 
technologies in market. Therefore, the system is relatively easy to learn and use. 
Command button, text box and other control objects arc used to allow the user to 
execute command with case. An action is just a click away and the user just needs 
minimal knowledge of mouse and keyboard to use this system. 
Display process und er ror mcssugcs 
There arc a lot of processes bl!tween the system and its databasl!, thcrdorc, it is 
important to inform the user what the system has done when clicking on any 
command button. Messages like "New Patient Registered! " or " Invalid 
password! " wi ll he displayed to inform the user. Without thl!se messages, user 
might think that the system is faulty if no results arc returned when a command is 
executed. In addi1ion, user also knows that record is inserted into the database 
successfull y. When a process is unsuc<.:css fu lly done, error message will be 
alerted. This system tries to decrease the total number of errors occurred. 
Good Set'urity Feat ures 
Different level of users is created for different level of permissions 0 11 the system. 
The user needs to have the right password and login name to grant access to thl! 
system. Besides, all the passwords arc encrypted wi th special algorithm to ensure 
system safe. 
• l>nta vn lidntion 
Datu validatiw1 i ~ done piio1 h) insert re1..:01d into the; d11t11ha\c;. /\II the fidds i11 the 
fo1111 will he d1L· c ~cd for 111111 va lue or invalid data type. With this feat11re, error 
- I)() -
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when inserting record into the database will not occur. Error mcssag~ w ill nlso he 
prompted to the user if important field is not fill ed. 
Accuracy und efficiency 
Using CMIS, the doctor, the staff as well as the pharmacy will definitely practice 
less-paper environment. It is because all the information is stored in the database 
and can he easily retrieved from the database. This situation causes the advantage 
to eliminate pen and paper and even the writing errors. The informat ion retrieved 
is accurate and correct. Besides, the system provides fast response to record 
searching and displaying. 
Uackup data 
The information for patient or a drug is important to a clinic. Thus, CMIS 
provides backup data for thes<.: r<.:cords. Even if lht.: current database is corrupted, 
the doctor still can restore th<.: databas<.: from the backup database. This wi ll 
minimize the risk of los ing all 1he patients' medical histories. 
Auto Drug Ucdudion 
After the drugs arc dispensed 10 the pati<.: nt, the system wi ll automatically deduc.:1 
the alll0\1111 dispensed. The pharmacy docs 1101 need lo CO Uil( the quanlily or the 
drug 011e-hy-011e. This "aves ii lot or time Oil COlllll Oil the halanc.:c of a particular 
drug. 
Display low halam:c drugs nnd expired drugs 
CM IS provides a feature of showing all the drugs that are in crit ical remaining 
quantity. Besides, it also lists m11 all lhe drugs that arc appmad1i11g ii ~ shelf lifr or 
already expired. Thi -; will help lhc dink 10 have an ea-;y rcfcr<.:ncc IO the drug' 
thal need lo hl' 1et11dc1l·d rn 11e11 10 u-;e , 
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7.4 System Constraints 
Due to time ancJ knowledge limitation, there arc a fow system constraints shown at 
below. This include 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Same Hard Drive Database Backup 
For current CMIS, the backup database is stored in the same hard drive. This is 
unrealistic because if the hard drive corrupted, both the database and backup 
database wi ll be damaged. Thus, losing all the important information and data. 
No Report Generation 
In CMIS, only the Medical Certi ficate, Referral Letter, Drug Summary, and 
Official Receipt wi ll be generated and be printed out. No other type of reports and 
summaries arc gcm.:ratcd. 
No Lah Test and lfadiology Test Management 
No lab tes t and radiology test keep tracking and 1na11ageme111 i11 current CMIS. 
/\ II the lab test and radiology test have to he stored manuall y. 
No Drug and Inventory Order 
No drug and inventory order fou nd in this current CMIS. The :--taff has to practice 
traditional method to order or p1m:hasc drugs and other equipment :-. 
Dependent on Computer System and Electrici ty Power 
The system is rel ied heavily 011 the computer system and electricity power. Thal 
means om.:c one or both of these powers foi l. the syste111 wi ll dcli11 i1 cly clown and 
1101 fu11 c1io11i11g. Thi~ will certainly alfcct the dinic ·.., dai ly al·ti vitic.., and 
operation'\. lk:--idc:--. if the :-y:-tcm is dmvn c:tll"l'd hy vi ru:-- inlcction. thi\ :--ituation 
will 1..:11 11sc the sy:-tc1n \.'a n1101 opcrntc. 
lJK • 
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7.5 Future Enhancements 
System development is a dynamic process and changes must he expected. Due to 
the limited resources that I have, especially time, this has caused me miss or overlooks 
certain aspect of the system. I lowever, after the development system ha. been completed 
and valuable advices and suggestions from my project supervisor, Puan Ainon and 
project moderator, Dr Ow, I have identified certain important aspects that I can add on 
for future enhancement. The additional fea tures that can be implementing in future are as 
followed : 
• 
• 
• 
Backup Database 
Although backup database is available in current CMIS, the backup database is 
stored in the same hard disk in the computer. This is risky if the hard disk 
corrupts. It can damage both the database and the backup database and thus, 
makes the restoration impossible. Therefore, there is a need to backup the 
database in other hackup devices suc.:h al\ tape, diskette, DROM, and etc. 
Report Generation 
In current CM IS, only the Medical Certificate, Official Receipt , Drug Summary, 
and Referral Letter arc generated. This is certain ly not enough for the dinic.:. Thus, 
in the future, more reports should he generated. These reports might include Daily 
and Monthl y Financial Summary, Drugs Inventory Summary, Patient 's Medical 
Report , and etc.:. 
Dain Analysis 
Data that arc c.:ollccted in the dinic can he analy1ed for certain purpose or cloing 
fur some analysis. The result ol the analysb can he plotted in graph Im eai;y 
rcfcrcm.:e or the dnctm and stall. Tiu.: tlala lhat a1 c suitahle for analy!->i!'> might 
include Patic111 Visited. Male und Fc111alc Ra1in, lnrn111es and Expenses, Mo.;t 
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Chapter 7 Systcn1 Evaluation 
Commonly Disease Infected, and etc. Thus, in future enhancement , ~HS will 
include Analysis Module. 
Lab T est und Radiolo~y Test Managing 
In current CMIS, no management on both the lab test and radiology test. In future 
enhancement , there should be a feature to keep tracking the lab test and radiology 
test that a particular patient undergone. This should give the system more 
capabili ties in doing ils da ily activities. 
Orug and Inventory Order 
The drug and inventory order will be included in fu ture enhancement to provide 
easy drug and inventory order from their suppliers. 
7.6 Knowledge and Experience Gained 
Towards the accnmplishmc111 of the Clinic Management Information System, from 
lhc beginning 10 the encl of the development and final docu1111.:n1a1io11 , a number of 
Problems and difficulties arc encountered. I lowcvcr, the solutions to these problems and 
difficulties have brought numerous valuable knowledge and experience. The benefits and 
knowledge gained arc as fo llowed: 
• The importance of all phases in SULC 
System analys is is an i111 por111111 phase in the System Development Li fe Cycle 
(SDLC). This phase is c 1p111ri 11g. user rcquin:ments and the goal of the system. If t h i~ 
phase is winng defi ned. it will cau~c laulty to the "YSlcm devclop1m:111 and later 
pmg1c"'· Wi th a <.:omplcle and 1hni11ugh ~y'it c 111 an :il y~ i~. the "Y' lc111 that i ~ developed 
will fu lfi ll all the 1eq11i1c111cnt ' :11 1tl :11.:hicv1.: its goal. 
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System testing is also an important and critical phase in SDLC. There: is nn 
application that is free of error in th is world. I lowevcr, with the procedures in tht.' 
system-testing phase, errors and fau lts in the system can be minimi:rcd. The 
functionality of each module or form can also be tested and confirmed that it meets 
the user requi rements. 
• Development tools knowledge 
This project is developed using Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0 (VB6) and Microsoft 
SQL Server 2000.Vl36 is a very powerful development tool for developing Windows 
environment informat ion system. It is easy to use and provides graphical user 
interface. Microsoft SQL Server 2000 is used as the database for this system; it is a 
database management system that is suitable for storing records which data arc not 
very large. 
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7.7 Summary 
Evaluation of a system is indeed needed to ensure its objective. and imcnded 
functions have been achieved. This chapter covers all the aspects of the evaluating 
application software. 
The successful development of the system at thc present is the first step towards 
the futu re expansion of the system. The problem encountered and experience gained 
during the development phases should be helpful in future endeavors. 
13es ides, this chapter also summarizes the system strengths, system constraints, 
and future enhancements that can be added. The future enhancements will equip the 
system towards more capabilit ies of doing its da ily operations and activities. 
Lastly, the knowledge and experience ga ined arc also discussed in the last part of 
the chapter. 
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8 Conclusion 
Clinic Management Information System (CMIS) is a management infonnntion 
system to manage as well as to computerize the clinic's activities. Thi. system will 
manage all the data from the pat ient 's records to the medical records. And these records 
are stored in database with easy references. Besides, it also provides some analysis for the 
users of the system. However, the system wi ll become more complete and capable of 
performing more tasks when the enhancements and the new features arc added on in the 
near future. 
In the process of developing CMIS, invaluable insight was gained into complexities 
and intricacies of programming. The application of Software Engineering principles, 
fundamentals, and additional knowledge in programming languages, skills in database 
management system and others all added up to contribute to the success of developing 
this system. Adhere to a development schedule is crucial in determining that a system 
Will be completed in time. The experience gathered in this project will definitely prov ide 
me a solid fou ndation in the system development in the fu ture. 
With target goals and objectives in mind even before the development takes place, 
makes the development process more system;Hic. Someti mes, connicts in real world 
situat ion and programming tools capahiliti l!s make lhl! programming difficult. I lnwever, 
as an overall review, this project has achieved and fu lfil led the objectives and 
requirements de1ermi11l!d during the a11alys is phasl! with mirro r adjustments and 
enhancements. 
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APPENDICES 
Questionnaire of Clinic Management Information System 
1. What is the current system running in your clinic? 
1. Manually 
11. Computer-based 
11 1. Wcl>-l>ascd 
tv. Others (Please specify) 
2. What arc the advantages and limitations of the current system in your cl inic? 
3. What arc the procedures of the registration in your clinic? 
E.g.: Patient arrived -7 register -7 waiting for consultation ... 
4. Is the fo llowing information enough for a new registrat ion? Please ti<..:k (v) for the 
relevant data that is needed. 
( ) Identi fication data (e.g. name, 0013, gent le, race and etc). 
( ) Demographic data (e.g. address, occupation, marita l status, contact number, ... ) 
( ) Allergies 
( ) Family disease 
Please speci fy the data if the above data arc not enough for registration. 
5. Do thl! report generated for the patient? If YES, what arc the important data that i ~ 
necckd in a patient medical report'! 
- I 07 -
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6. Who is allowed to update the patients' profiles and medical records'/ 
( ) Patient 
( ) Administration Staff 
( ) Doctor 
( ) Others (Please specify) 
Appendices 
7. Will the current system delete the patient 's profiles and medical records? If YES, in 
what condition or situation? 
8. If a new system is being developed to computerize the administration of the clinic, 
what are the features or functions you would like to add in, that is not in the current 
system? 
9. Arc there any reports that arc generated for the management? 
- 1()8 
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Summary from the interviews: 
1. Most of the clinics arc sti ll running manual system in their clinic. T hese include 
registration, dispensation of drugs, and etc. 
2. Data that is needed in the registration includes identification da ta, demographic 
data, and allergies. 
3. For the company patient , approval form, authorized letter that is specified by the 
company is needed. Some patients need to show their company identity card in 
some occasions. 
4. No report is generated for the patient. 
5. Administration staff is allowed to updale the patient 's profiles only. Whereas the 
medical records are updated by the doctor. The medical records arc kept 
confidential. 
6. There arc cases where the patient 's record is ddctccl . If the patient doesn' t com1.: 
to the clinic for consultation in certain period, his/her record is ddeted. Besides, 
for the patient who passed away, the record is removed also. 
7. The problems facing hy thl! cl inic include: 
1. Files may be misplaced or lost. 
11 . No syste111 tn keep tracks the drug!\ detaib . 
111. Space is wasted In ~to1 c I he ril e~ . 
- I OtJ -
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8. Suggestions from the interv iewees: 
1. A user- friendly system because some of the doc1ors and nurses do 
not know how to use PC. 
11. T he syslem should provide financial function. 
111. A system to keep tracks the drugs' record. 
1v. A syslem thal is fasler than the manual system. 
v . A system lhat can link up the computers in the clinic . 
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USER MANUAL 
1YARNING 
USER MANUAL VEUSION 1.0.0 IS CLl\SSIFll:.D AS l 'UIVA n~· AND CONFl/)ENTIAL. 
UNAUTl/ORIZED EXl'OSED, COl'll::IJ, DIS1UIBUTED OR ANY FORM OF UNAUTHORIZED 
ACTIONS l'ERFORMU> ON Tl/IS MANUAL, OR ANY POUTION OF 11: MA}' RESULT IN 
SEVERE CIVIL AND CUJMINAL /'ENA!. TIES, AND \VIL/. /J E l'ROSECUTED TO THE 
MAX/MUM EXTENT l'OSSIBLE UNDER LA \V. 
l'his user manual is specia lly llislrihuted to all system users, and IT support staffs for 
technical support. 
Over time, due to ame11d1nen1s or upgrades to the features, and design of CM IS, caused 
by Software tompatihility, fati litics availability, aclditio11al user rcqui11.: mc11t :-. , and 
unprcdictal>lc si1ua1io11s, all i11fnrmat io11 i11 this manual is subject to change wi thout prior 
llOticc. Changes will he dm:umentcd in the followi11g vcrsions. and distributed to who 
lllay he concern, as sorn1 as po:-.'\ ihle. Thc:-.c acJd i1iu11 al dm.:umcnh will either con,i:-.1 :-. of 
(i) a fu ll replacement or the docu ment , nr (ii) a partial update with each 1t1:w page 01 
replat:c 111c11t pages to he inscrh.:d tl11 011ghout the whole document. 
l>ol·11111c111t·tl hy: WON<; < 'llOONC I.EON<; 
s 
• htth'll 1111 : U1 N11H111hn. 21Hll 
~· 
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l.O Hardware and Software Requirements 
The hardware and software requirements for CMIS arc as fo llowed: 
1.1 Hardware Requirements 
The hardware specifications arc: 
• J\t least 450M I lz processor 
• 64Ml3 RAM memory or more (recommend 128MB) 
• 2Gl3 of free hard disk space or more (depending to the size of data) 
• Other support peripheral devices such as printer and etc. 
1.2 Software Requirement!'-
Thc soft ware specifications arc: 
• Operating system platform - Windows 2000 Professional 
• Database Manageme nt System - Microsoft SOL Scrvl.!r 7.0 
• 112 
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2.0 Installation and Configuration 
2. 1 About Setup File 
Setup file will be named Serup.exe located in the media (di. kcttcs, or CD) 
provided by authorized sources. Any destructions to the fi les in the setup 
folder, or lost of fil es, the enti re setup folder need to be replaced with the 
new set of setup files. Contact CMIS's Developer for furt her technical 
supports. 
2.2 How to Setup 
Double click on the St1111p.exe and follow the instructions in the setup 
wizard. 
2.3 Database and Connection Configuration 
Create a database with any name (recommend datahase name: CM/S ) with 
size of initial IOOMB, and size of log of init ial IOMU in the Microsoft 
SO L Ts forma l. Restore the empty database structu re into the cla tahase. 
Create a backup dev ice with a name of bckCMIS point ing to any location, 
hu t recommend not al the same drive or disk as the original location of 
data files, in order 10 avoid prohlcms, like hard disk fa ilure. virus 
in fec tions, an natural disaster:-. . 
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3.0 User guide 
3.1 Introduction 
There arc th ree types of users who involve in CM IS. The users an: consisted of 
Doctor, Staff, and Pharmacist. Different kinds of responsibilities are included for 
certain types of user. The Doctor has the full privileges over the other users of 
CMIS. I le/she can perfo rm all of the functions and tasks that arc included in 
CMIS, such as /\dd New User, Delete Existing Users, Add Medical Records, and 
etc. Whereas, the Staff can only manage patients' profil es, transaction charge, and 
etc. Pharmacist can deal with the drugs' affairs compared to Doctor and Staff. 
3.2 Guide Using CMIS 
This user gu ide is wrillen based on the fu nctions that arc avai lable in CMIS. 
Notes: 
I) T he date i11 CMIS is formatted in MM/DD/YYYY. 
2) /\ny severe pmhlc111s c11<.:o u111crcd arc required to report to the CMIS's 
clcvclopcr. 
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t2.l Add A ppointment 
The staff can add an appoin tment for a patient who needs fu rther t r~atm~nt. To 
add a new appointment. Click Admi11istratio11 ~Make Appoi11t1111•111. The window 
displayed is as fo llowed. 
iii. Appointment Making , . • 11 ·,: 
Patient Identification 
Patient ID 
IC No: 
Patient Name: 
Appointment Details 
Date 
10210112002 
Desc11ption 
Time 
112 00 OOAM 
Y..1ew Appointment List 
f igure I : /\dd /\ppointment 
The staff can search the patient 's profiles and add the appnintmenl for the patient 
hy choosing the date and time for 1ha1 particular patient. T he :-. ta ff can also check 
the appoint111enl list on a specific day hy dicking the View A1>poi11tmc11t List. 
The description is optional. Cl ick Add /\ ppoi11t11u.~ 11t aft 1: 1 the date and time j., 
dlo-;en. 
• 115 • 
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t2 Add New User 
Only Doctor's level can add a new user to the system. To add a nl.!w user, dick 
File ~ New~ User. The window displayed is as fo llowed (Figure 2). 
; , Add New User 1,. :~ 
Enter the basic inforrMlion for the new user 
Username. 
FuU name: 
Password 
To continue. click. Next 
1 J v• !;;ancel 
Figure 2: Add New User 
The Next hut1011 is enahlcd after the Username field is fil led. The f ull name field 
is optional. The temporary password prov ided for lhe new user is 1mss1wml. The 
new user of the sys1em has 10 change his/her password when he/she logins laler. If 
1he usemame is in use for other user, lhe system will prompl thal 1he username is 
in used and anorher username needs to he cnlered. Then, d it:k Next hu1ro11 IO 
proceed 1he add 11ew user actio11 . Choose an acccs" level 1hat the system should 
grant fo r 1his user. If !here is a 11ccd to change the uscrname or fu ll name, d ick 
Hack. Click l'mu.:cl 10 ca m:cl lhc action and d ick Finish In complclc add new 
user. 
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t, Add New User : · < .. ;;\j, '"' 
WMt level of acceu do you want lo grant this user? 
I Staff 
I Pha1macist 
Figure 3: 
3.2.3 Appointment List 
< ftack I I £1nish 
User /\cccss Level 
Please specify a dale lo view the Appointment List 
Fudby Febluary 01 2002 o::J 
Tho appointments on the date specify are 
~ancel 
[ u•=1 
/\ppni111111c 111 I .i~ t 
11 7 . 
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The doctor can view the appointment on a particular date. To view the 
appointments that have been made, click View~ Appoim111e111 or using shortcut 
key CTRL+A or icon in the Main PL1ge. The Appointment List is displayed ns in 
Figure 4. An appointment can be cancelled hy highlighting the appointment and 
click Delete Appointment. Click OK to dismiss the Appointment LU. 
:,4 Backup and Restore data 
All the records in the database can be backup and restore. The records include 
patient' s profil es, staff profiles, medical histories, drug's details and etc. To 
backup the record, click File ~ /Jackup or shortcut key CTRL +B. The backup 
window is displayed in figu re 5. Select the backup database option and click 
Backup Now. Or select Restore Database and click l{estorc Now. The backup 
database is stored in l3ackup Device in SOL Server. An acknowledge message 
will pop up when the backup and restore process complete. 
"'Backup Data · , .. :~· 
Please specify the folder you want lo back up the d&ta to 
.. ·· ··-·····- ·· ., 
r. 1~ac~ up D.~~~-~a~e; 
r Restore Dat~base 
Fi~lll C 5: B:t<.:kup aml l{c'\totc 
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l.S Change password 
Every user is required to login to the system. Users arc advised to chnng~ thdr 
password from time to time for securit y purpose. 13y clicking the Edit -7 Clumgc 
Password, a new window entit led Change Password is displayed a. in Figure 6. 
The uscrname is automatically loaded, and the user needs to enter his/her old 
password together with a new password to proceed with the change password 
operation. If the old password is detected incorrect, a message " Incorrect 
Password" pops-up. Whereas if the password docs not match in both New 
Password and Confirm New Password field, user needs to enter both fields with 
the same new password. To cancel the action, click Cancel. 
'Ii\ Change Pa11word ·: · .'· rr. 
User name 
Old Password 
New Password 
Confum New Password 
.QI~ Cancel 
Change Password 
- I I') • 
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.6 Daily Logs 
The user who has logon to the system is kept track. Once a user is logon, the 
logon time is recorded for that user and the logout time for thc user i. rl!corded 
too when the user logoff or exit CMIS. To view the daily logs, click \lit1H ' -7 
Daily Logs. The screen for the Daily Logs is displayed in Figure 7. Thc logon 
records can be deleting by pressing the Delcie All bu tton. To delete all records on 
a specify date; select a date and press Delete All bullon. The deletion a lso 
CANNOT he undoing. Click Close to dismiss the window. 
JI Dally Logs : ~;r • · 
Log On Date. l[iE/0112002 ::.:J 
USERNAME TIM EIN TIMEOUT 
cl 3 04:37 AM 
QeleteAI Close 
Figure 7: Daily Logs 
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'•2.7 Delete Existing User 
Only the doctor has the authority to delete an existing user of CMlS. To dcktc an 
existing user, cl ick Edit -7 Delete Ex isting User. A new window entitled Delete 
Existing User wi ll he displayed as in Figure 8. Click on the uscrnamc of the users 
that need to be removed. The selected name will be highlighted. Besides deleting 
an existing user, password can also be set for the user of the system who has 
forgotten his/her password. To set a password, cl ick the user's username, and then 
click the Set Pnssword button. Enter new password in both New Password and 
Confirm New Password text. Click OK button to complete change password 
action and return to Delete Existing User page. Click button OK to return to the 
Main Page. 
iii.Delete EMlstlng Uier · ·:· 
Uso the bl below to gront 01 deny U$Crs 6CCeU to your 
system. ond to chMge passwords ond other setting! 
Users for CMIS· 
ANAM 
~ cl 
wo11g 
limes 
Pou word 
RY 
Doctor 
Phormacist 
I! Q eleto JI 
To change the password lor the user. click Set Pouwoid 
~et Password 
Cor1Ccl 
Fig111 r H: n ·IL:te Exist inµ lJsc1 
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.2.8 Dispensation 
After the consultation, the patient will wai t for the medicine from the phnrnrnt:ist. 
To prepare the medicine, the pharmacist will first get the prescription from the 
system. To view the prescription for a parti cular patient , click J>rescriprio11 ~ 
Di.\pe11satio11 or click the icon in the Main Page or using shortcut key CTRL+D. 
Enter the patient ID or IC No to get the prescription. If the prescri ption is not 
found, an error message is displayed telling the pharmacist that the prescription is 
not found. If the doctor doesn' t save the prescription, the mentioned situation will 
be encountered. By clicking the Dispense button or double click the drug's name, 
the drug will be automatically deducted from the stock. 
i r Dispensation , -.\<·.~ · 
Patient ldentfoation 
Name: 
IC No 
Addleu 
Postal Code 
Telephone 
Patient 10 
IC No 
Current P1esc11f)(1ons 
MOU6g0 
Fig111 c tJ: I ) i ~p1.: 11 ,a 1 ion 
Gender 
City. 
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.2.9 Drug Deta ils 
To view the drug's details for a particular drug, dick l'rl'scrip1io11 ~ Orng ~ 
Details. The procedure is same as 10 manage the Staff Dc1ails (refer Stnff Details 
or Pat ient Profi les for details) . 
. 2.10 Drug List 
The drug list gives the pharmacist a fast reference of the drugs in the clinic. The 
drug's list can be so r1 ed by Name, Vendor, or Quantity. Besides, the drug can be 
removed by clicking the Delete button. The drug's List is shown in Figure 10. 
~ Drugs' List • · , : :> :..~"i-f. · 
The d11.19s which aie available 1n the clinic: 
BRANO NAME DRUG NAME VENDOR • 
Ancotit Flucytosine Hoe Phar SOit By Name 
Beacolytic B1omhe><1ne HO Bayer (Ml 
C1mulce1 Cimctid1ne Abbott La 
Cupress1n Oel.!1p11ll lCI Pharm.!llo 
Oopmin Dopamine HCI Aventis F. Sort By Quantity 
Kezoral Ketoconazole Med1data 
Lov1r Acyclov11 CIBA Vm< 
Mox1pen Amox1c1hn CCM Pha_l Sort By Vendof 
Norcolut ~loreth1ste1one Unam COi 
Nuehn T heophyll1ne Atlantic L. 
Oxac1I Cloxacil1n Na UCB Asia 
Sarzen Somatropm Apex Pha 
Sandostahn Octreotide Germax S 
Tripta Am1111ptyhne HCI Anlc!lh Ph. 
Upha Oexhophan Dexlromethorphan 11 B1 P1opharm .:J II QK ll ~ 
Fi!!lm: I 0: Drug l . i~ t 
ID 
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11 Expired Drug List 
The expired drug list wi ll list out all the drugs that arc expired or approaching its 
shelf life. The pharmacist can determine how many days before the drug is 
expired should be li sted out. And the expired drugs will be Ii. led out 
automatically. Figure 11 shows the Expired Drug List. 
The ~st below shows the drugs that are expired or approaching the~ shell life: 
BRAND NAME DRUG NAME SHELF LIFE REMAINING 
Acidine Famotidine 29Jan·02 30 
Saizen Somallopll'I 30Jan-02 50 
Nue'n T heophylhne 30.Jan·02 250 
u an De><trometholphan HBr 30Jan·02 300 
Am1t11ptyhne HCI 30Jan·02 300 
Sandostatin Octreol1de 30.Jan·02 125 
c ressin Delap11IHCI 30.Jan·02 500 
Norcolut Norethisterone 30Jan·02 250 
Beacol tic Bromhexine HCI 30Jan·02 100 
Ancotil Flucytosrne 30Jan·02 300 
Kezoral Ketoconazole 30.Jan·02 100 
Amoxd1n 30Jan·02 300 §3 
Show the drugs when t he~ shelf hie 1s r-J days from now Change 
ll .QK _11 
Figu re 11 : Expired Drugs List 
12 Financial (l>ai ly/Monthly/Ycnrly im:omcs) 
To view the daily inc1u11c:-.. dick Ad111i11i.,1mrio11 ~ Fim111ci11/ ~ l>uily /11 (·01111 ' ' · 
The :-:raff c 111 adtl im:o111c' and cxpe11'\c' to the li :--1. lk:-.ide' adding. the staff Cilll 
abo 1c1111 wc the items that arc 111crn H' t' I 01 m:d dc11ta lly mldcd in. To add a 1cn ud, 
fill the Rn :l'ived F11H11 :111d the Anu111 nt llcc ·ivcd 11 11d did, /\tltl . The 1ccord 
c11tcrcd wi ll he displH)' t.: d in the Dai l ln(.'llllll:S list. To 1c111ovc 11 1cc111d, dick 0 11 
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the record and cl ick J{cmovc. The same sci of procedure is applied In the 
expenses. 
To view the Monthly and Yearl y incomes, cl ick Ad111i11istrario11 ~ Fi11a 11cial ~ 
Mo111hly/Year/y /11co111es. Simply select the duration you wish to view all the 
incomes and expenses. The total incomes, expenses, and net income. are 
calculated and displayed. 
4 2.13 Login 
For the security purpose, every user of CMIS must login themselves to the system 
before they can perform their daily responsibilities and tasks. Once the user has 
double click the CMIS's icon, thi..: Wi..:kome Page will be displayed. When the 
application is running, cl ick the Login Button that is in the Welcome Page. /\ new 
Login window will be displayed and the user need to enter his/her Uscrnamc and 
Password, and d ick OK. If the username is not recognized hy the system, an error 
message will popup, indicates that ii is nnl a va lid account to cnl i..: r CMIS. If lhe 
password is im.:orrect, the system will prompt the user to reenter his/her password. 
Once the correct Uscrnamc and Pa..,sword arc entered, the Main Page of CMIS i ~ 
displayed. 
If the user decides 10 exit the 'Y"le111 , clicks lhe Exit hutlon that j, helnw the 
Login button. The system will wail the user's confirmat ion 10 i..:x il the sys11..: 111 . 
Click Yes to Exi t and Cancel to remain i11 the Welcome !'age. 
Login .,. 
l,.lse1 Namo 
J:ou word 
Fig11 11.: 12: 
. 12~ . 
Conccl J 
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14 Low Quantity Drug list 
The low quantity drug list wi ll show the drugs that arc in critical or minimum 
units. The list allows the pharmacist 10 order the clrug from lhc supplia hy 
referring this list. The list is shown in Figure 13. The pharmacist can determine 
the minimum quantity that the drugs should be listed out. 
iii. List of Low Quantity Drug • • · .•• ; •· 
The list below shows the drugs that are 1n LOW Quantity. 
BRAND NAME DRUG NAME MINIMUM REQUIRED IN STOCK 
Cimulcer Cimetid1ne 20 20 
Show the drug when its Quantity 1s in OJ I(_ Q.1an~.: . JI 
' lose 
Figure 13: Low Oua111i1y Drug Lisi 
15 Medical Rcrord 
To view the medical record or a pa1ic111 . the dt><.:tor d icks Cw1,·11/u11io11 ~ 
Aledirn l l frnml oi d it:k the icon in the Main Page or shortrn l key C'T RL+M. 
There arc two 111 ajo1 part s in the Mcdit'al Tre11 1111e111 window a" in Fiµ11 1e 14. One 
pa1 1 is the patient 's pc1sn11:il p111 1ic11l :t1 and the other is the Diag1H1"i". The patie nt 
can he se:m:hcd hy enter in!! his/her pa1ic 111 ID or IC· No. I f the pa1ic111 '-; record 1101 
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found, an error message pops up. Else, the patient 's personal particular is loaded. 
Once the patient is found, some of the buttons arc enabled. Click lcnr to clear 
all the fields and perform a new search. 
C)Medlcal Treatment .· \~' ·~~ · 
Patient Proljes 
Name 
Date Of Birth 
Address 
C~y 
PatMn ID 11000; 
IC NO. 1650218085963 
I J I() 
~! 
Postal Code 
Telephone 
Remaiks 
~C!I I 
__ ____. I 
Allelgies 
DISEASE DESCRIPTION 
PrcsgC>tion 
~mcnt 
Disease 
Detc11ptoo 
e11nl 
QK 
Figure 14: Medic..:a l Treatment 
To view the 111t.:dical history and previous prescription for the pa tient , dick the 
Mcdit:nl History hu11on. II' the patient is new patient , two me:-sage boxe:- will pop 
up showing that no prev ious medical history and prescri pt ion for the patient. The 
screen captured fu1 the Medil:al I listory is as in Fig111 e 15. Th1.: medical history 
and pn:vious pll'"l.'iiption rnn he viewed in thi:- pa!!c. C'lit·k OK to di :-mi:--. the 
wimlmv. 
• 127 -
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C]Medical History · " : •'·~ t ' 
Patient l dent~ication 
PatientlD: 
Name: 
Medical Histories 
I 1Jfll 1 
Prescription 
DATE DISEASE 
r:'i gurc 15: Medical I listory 
User Manunl 
Mecfical Certkate 
DESCRIPTION 
ll QK 11 
To add a currenl diagnosis to the list, sclec:t the disease fro111 the co111ho box and 
write dow 11 the descrip1io 11 . The vital signs and alh.:rgics ca11 he added front time 
to ti 111e. Click Add to save the diagnosis 10 the database for future reference. The 
diagnosis will he added to the 111edical history li-;1 too. 
/\ ft cr the diag11osis is perfor111cd, a presc ri ption c:111 he wri 11e11 i11 lhe l'n:scription 
Writing page . Cli l'k the l'rrsc.: ription hut1011 to gcl the page /\ 11y 111edici11c that i' 
p1 c,t·1ihcd to the patient c 111 he added to the pn.·,l'1iptH111 li'1 hy lilling the 
p1 e~c1ip1i n 11 . do~age. 110 1i111cs tak ·11 dai ly a11d etc and dick Add To List. To 
llH -
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remove any prescription, highl ight the selected prescript ion and click Remmie 
From List. Click Add to List to save the prescription so that the pharmacist can 
refer medicine dispense to the pat ient (refer Dispensation for details). 
For a patient who needs further or extra treatments, an appointment can be made. 
Click the Appointment button and the page displayed. Select a date and a time 
for the appointment. Wri te any descript ion for the appointment in the Description 
textbox. After these arc fill ed, cl ick Add Appointment (also refer Appointment 
List). Click OK to dismiss. 
If the patient needs a medical certificate or referral lcller, cl ick Print to perform 
this action. Choose from the type of document 10 he printed out. The page is 
displayed in Figure 16. Click OK 10 start printing. 
Ple~se select wh~t you wont to print 
r Relerral Letter 
Ennt now t;ancel 
Pri 111 Opt io 11 
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2.16 New Patient Registration 
When a new patient is the first timer of the clinic, he/she must register to the 
system so that all his/her records arc well managed using CMIS. To register a new 
patient , click File 7 New 7 l 'atie11t. A page entitled New Registration i. 
displayed. The patient ID is generated automatically by the system indicates that 
how many patients are registered to the sysrem. The patient ID starts with 10000 
and increments every time a new patient is regisrered. Minimum th ree fields that 
is required to register a new patient that is patient ID, name, and IC No. Other 
fields can be updated in the f uturc. After at least the three required or all fields arc 
fill ed up, click Save to save the record in the database. A new record is created for 
the new patient. Cl ick Clear to d ear all the fi elds and cl ick Cancel to cancel the 
operation and rerurn to Main Page . 
. 2.17 Pa tien t List 
' :. Registered Patient list . : ·~., t,tlf;r 
The 1egiste1ed !><'bent in the chruc 
PATIEN T ID NAME IC NO 
10010 Chuo S ck Chong 631003056954 Sott By Nome 
10006 Ahmed bin Muhommod 650218085963 
10008 Lim Ting Ting 690206146984 
10007 Muthu oil Sommy 700105143652 
It II 10019 Lim Loy Im 710317075941 Sott By IC No 10009 MooCheeWu1 740608085124 
10012 Ng1en Sze Ang 751001026351 
10013 Muhommod Hesson 760618048624 Sort By Potrent ID 
10017 SonlhM ell Muthusomy 761201085321 
10005 Goh Guot Choy 770402078!>63 
10019 Boon Sheue ruen 780121071129 
10014 Law Yong Sten 780217146349 
10011 S-'!lmo bl Om~r 78032801654? 
1000? Choong t ol Y l'ln /004t 008~9G3 
1001 l> Lrm Leo r>eng / 004.?i10SJ2!>/ ~ W l'\rVI rl'1Mt1'1 I " " 'VI 1m111 r.nni.,rw1 ;:J ~ 
Fig111 c 17: Rcgis11:1l·d l':iticnt Lisi 
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The patient list displays all the registered patients in the clinic. The patients cnn 
be sorted by Patient ID, Name, and IC No. The patient can he clck ted too. 
However, the deletion CANNOT he undoing. So, a deep consideration should 
be made before deleting any patient. I I is/her record cannot be restored once it i. 
deleted. The list is shown in f igure 17. 
?.18 Patient Profiles 
When a patient visits to the cl inic, if he/she already is a registered patient of the 
clinic, the staff wi ll search his/her profiles using Patient Profil es. If the patient is 
new to the cl inic, he/she must register fi rst (refer New Patient Registration for 
details). To look for a patient 's profiles, click Admi11istra tio11 -7 Patielll -7 
Details. Or the staff can click on the icon that resides in the Main Page or shortcut 
key CTRL+U. A new window enti tled Patient Identi fication is shown in Figure. 
The patient 's profil es can he search hy using his/her patient ID or Ident ity Carel 
number. Click Search when pat ient ID or IC No is entered. If the record is not 
fou nd, an error message pops up indicates that that patient is not fo und. Else, the 
patient 's particular is loaded in the Patient Pro fil es page. The sta ff~ can manage 
the patient's record in th is page. Click Update if the patient's record needs to he 
updated or changed. Click Save to ensure that the update is effective. Always 
save the record if thae arc changes. Click Add To Wailing Lisi tn add the 
patient to the Wait ing List. (refer Waiting List for detail,). Click ' lcar to d ear all 
the fields. The staff can perfo rm another record \ca rch nm:e the record is de:m:d. 
Cl ick OK button to return to Main Page. 
• I J I 
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3.2.19 Payment 
To receive a payment from the patient , the staff has to proceed with the Payment 
window. Click Ad111i11is1ra1io11 -7 J>ay111e111 or icon or using shortcut key CTRL+ Y 
to load the Transaction Charge window as in Figure 18. Transaction number i. 
automatically loaded based on the last transaction. Enter the patient 's name in the 
specified fields. Enter patient name in order to display name in the daily and 
monthly incomes list (refer Daily, Monthly and Yearly Incomes). Input the charge 
description and the charge in the textbox provided, click Add to List to add the 
record to the List of Charge. Remove the item by selecting the record and cl ick 
Remove from List. The total charge is au tomat ically calculated. Enter the 
payment received, and the balance wi ll be calculated and displayed. Click Save to 
save the transaction in the database and a record to the daily, monthly and yea rl y 
incomes. If a pat ient requests for a receipt, cl ick the Cash Receipt to print a 
receipt for the patient. Click OK to dismiss. 
Ul 
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;:~1 Charge Entry · , , ··,.· ;.:·; • 
Transaction Charge 
Date: 02/01/2002 Transaction No: I 1 111 
P alien! Name: 
List Of Charge: 
Item Char e 
Charge Description· Charge: 
Total Charge· AM 
Receive· AM Balance· AM 
QK Cancel 
Figure 18: Transaction Payment 
3.2.20 S tuff Details 
The staff's detai ls can he ruanaged in the Staff Detaib window. To view the staff 
details, dick Ad111i11istrt11irm ~ Swff" ~ Dewils. The detai ls for a staff can he 
searched hy entering the staff's name or IC No and dick Search. Click C lcur to 
dear all the fields. Once the staff's record is found, the Updntc button is enabled. 
('lick Update to modif the informat ion in the fields. ('lick Snvc to make the 
changes effective. 
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3.2.21 System Configuration 
The information about the cli11ic is stored in the System Configuration window. 
To view the system configuration, cl ick lle/p -7 .\)1ste111 Co11jip,11rn1io11 or using 
shortcut key CTRL+S. The screen displayed is as in Figure 19. A default value is 
set for the system configuration. Click Update to change any infonnation about 
the clinic. The system configuration must be up to date, because other pages may 
use this information. After changes arc made, cl ick Save. Click OK to return to 
the Main Page. 
4 System Connouratlon · .. ·~·'·~~ _ 
System configuration for Otnic M8n4'geme~ Information System 
Clinic Name: I I 
Registration Number. 
Addreu 
Postal Code 
State. 11 J 
Telephone 
QK 
Figure 19: System C'onfig11 ratio11 
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2.22 Waiting List 
The Waiting List is a list that indicates the waiting queue of the patients to consult 
the doctor in turn. To view the Waiting List, in the menu bar, cl ick Vil'w ~ 
Waiting list or press shortcut key C TUL + W or cl ick icon in the Main Page. The 
doctor can view the count of the patient that arc waiting for consultation. Besides, 
the doctor can view the time they arrived. The Waiting List is shown in Figure 20. 
The patient is added based on first come first serve. However, the priority is given 
to the emergency case. Once the patient leaves the clinic or his/her turn is over, 
the staff or doctor can delete the name in the Waiting List by clicking the Delete 
button. 
II Waiting list : . ., '°~·· 
The patients who a1e now on waitng list 
PATIENT ID NAME TIME ADDED 
10006 Ahmad bin Muh<'lf'M\<'ld 041804AM 
II QK l) 
Fi g111l: • .< l: Wai tinµ List 
IJ5 
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rmDispensation) 
1tio11 Explicit 
'Pl Ded11c1io11 As Integer 
.,. Stock As Integer 
'II result As Integer 
'II decision As /111egcr 
'II 111111/alr As Integer 
111 Pe11g11ra11ga11 As llltc:gcr 
Sample Codes 
•nstfgTitlc = "<l'RESCIUl'TION l<DOSACE l<DISl'ENS/:· l<NO_TIMES_TAKEN 
ivate Sub cmdCa11cel_Click() 
Unload Me 
td Sub 
ivate Sub cmdClcar _Click() 
txtNamc:. Text = "" 
txtlCNo. Text = "" 
txtGender. Text = "" 
txtAddn•ss. Text = "" 
txt/'osta/Code. Text = "" 
txtCity. Text = "" 
tx1Tl'ft·11!1tmc:. Tc.\ t = '"' 
txtl'atic11t/D. Tt.:xt = "" 
tx1/CN0Searc:lr . Text = '"' 
txtMessagc:. Text = "" 
msRct.Cli:ar 
ms/kt.Col\· = 2 
lllsRt.:t.lfow.\ = 2 
txtl'a tic11t I/) .St•t Forn' 
"d S11b 
rivatc S11b cuu/Dispr11sc _Click() 
• 
,,,\·fk t. J't·\r <> .... n,,.,, 
"' S(!I "S,_.I FC /' (!lli\ N /'/ n• 1-'IWM /'Ill f} /HJ(,' WI I/· IU· 11/MNO NA M/· ... ,(. ""'"°' r,.,, ,t;i .... 
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Set adrRecordset = New ADODIJ.Recordser 
With adrRecordsct 
.Open Sourcc:=strSQL, _ 
A criveConnecrion: =adcConnccrion, 
l ock Type: =adLockReadOnly, _ 
Cursor Type: =adOpenSw ric 
End With 
If udrRecordse1.Ficlth1"(''Q11antity") < > 0 Then 
If adrl?ecordser.Ficlds("QUAN117Y") < l'cn1:11ra111:an Then 
MsxBox "Nor Eno111:/1 Dmgs for di.\pemi11K !", , "Dispe11satio11 " 
Else 
.I 11111/ah = culrUecord.vet. Ficlds("QUANTl7Y") 
J11mlah = ./11111/ah - l 'cn1:1iru111:<111 
Sample Codes 
strSQL = "Ul 'DATE TBL DUUG SET QUANT/1Y = '" & J11mlt1h & '" \VI/ERE BUAND NAME 
:: "' & msl?cr. Text & "'" - -
Ser adrRecord.,·cr = t1dcC011111.:ctio11.Exec11tc:(strSQL) 
111 ,·/let. C cl/IJacJ.. Color = vh/J l11e 
End If 
Else 
£11d If 
Else 
Ms1:1Jox "Dm>: 11ot di ,pt'll \cd!" 
End If 
fill' 
End If 
t 111tlDi.,·pe11,·e. /:"1111hli'fl = False 
Prfrare Suh cmdOl\_Clirk() 
Unload Mc 
Prfrate Sub m1tlScard1 _ C/icl..() 
i11,f?t.:t.Ut1w\ .. 2 
"''U<'t.Co/, = 2 
\11.\'(}/ "SHJ. 1~·c r · ,..,WM /'Ill. l 'A/'lfN/' " ,1;: 
"Wl/FIU:' 111\ /'WN r II) ... ,\;: t\t/'11tw n1/I) .~ . ... (JU/(' NO ... . ~ t\f/( 'N11S1·111 I ".~ ..... 
Set 11t/1 U1 •1·01d,t't mh Ct1mw1•t11111,/•\1•1111c(\l1.\'(!J.) 
· I :\7 -
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If adrRecordset.BOF And adrRccordset.EOF Tlrc11 
MsgBox "Patie11t 11ot fo1111d! 11, , 11Dispc11satio11 " 
tx1Patie111/D. Text = 1111 
txtlCNoSearclt. Text = 11 " 
txtl'a tie111/ D .Set Focus 
Else 
With adrRecordset 
txtName.Text = .Ficlds("NAM£11) 
txtlCNo. Text= .Fields(11IC_NO") 
txt!CNoSearc/1.Tcxt = .Fidds("IC_NO") 
txtl'miem/D. Text = .Ficlds("l'A TIENT_ID ") 
txtGemler.Text = .Fields( 11GEND£R 11) 
txtAddress. Text = .Ficlds("ADDRESS11) 
txtl'osta /Code. Text = .Ficlds("l'OSTAL_ CODE") 
txtCity. Text = .Ficlds("Cl1Y") 
txt1'clcplw111:. Text = . Fief c/,·( 111'El.El' I /ONE") 
£11d \Vitlr 
Set cu/rlkcordsct = Not/1i11x 
strSQL = 11SJ::U X'T • FROM TIJL_l'RESC/U/'1'/0N Wl/EUJ·: "c\l _ 
Sample Codes 
"!'A TIENT_ID = II c\l txtl 'utic11t//) ,\{ II AND /)A1'/~ c ' 11 t\l Format(Nmv, "Short Datt'") & ..... 
Set adr/kcortf.,·et = New ADODIJ.Rccordwt 
\Vitlt adr/kcrmlsct 
.Open Sourc:c: =strSQl, _ 
A c·t ivcC01111t•ctim1: = 11dcC011m•cti1111 , 
LockTypc: =adl.oc:J../kcu/011/y, _ 
Cur.,or1)•pc: =11tf( Jpt'11St11 tw 
J::11d \Vitlr 
If 1ulrlkcortf.,l't.IJOF Ami culr/kcortf.,·ct.J:«JF Tlrc11 
M'HIJ(),\ "l 'rt'\criptio11 ",\i t.\l/'atic·m/V ,\i 11 111Jt fm11ul!''., "/Ji,pe11 H1t11111" 
rxrl'utic111/ IJ.St'tForn' 
t\11\lcssuxl'. 1t•.lf = mlrU1•t"t11tf,t•t.F1d1"( 11Mh'SSAG£") 
111\lkt. ('/1·111 
,,, ,·/<c1.Fm111111S11i11x = J:i: /'11/c• 
If <1tl1l<t-cwdw1.lfrt 11n/( 'm1111 > (} l11l'11 
111\lkt.Uow\ a 111\/lt-1 U1111•\ t ' "" U1·c·o""1'I Un•111tf('1111111 
/ )o \Vlrl/1· 1u/1 lfrc:onlwt.h'f )/; • F11I H' 
t/l\l frt C11/ (): 11"/<i-1. fr11 1ultUn 111tl"·1.F11•fd,( "/ 1UF.\'( 'Ul/ 1 /UJN") 
111\/frt.Col • I : 111\/kt fr11 1ull/k1111t"1·t 1:11'fd,("J)(J.'ii\(;/·"') 
,,, , /frt .('11/ 1· ,,,,/kt fr1t 111ltU1·1 "''"''t F11'11" ("/J/S/ 1/·NSF.\' ") 
111\U1·1.C'11l l : 111\U 1·1 /'1 ·11 111/1/fr1•111tl"•1 f-'1rl1" (''NO /'/MfS li\l\l·N") 
<11/1 lfrl'm tl\l't,M111 ·1·N1· 11 
I JX • 
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If msRet.Rows > ms/kt.Row + I 711en 
msRet.Row = ms/k t.Row + I 
End If 
Loop 
End If 
End If 
End /[ 
cmdSearc/1.£11ablcd = Fuls<' 
?nd Sub 
'rivate Sub msRet_DblC/ick() 
: msRet. Text < > "" Tlic11 
Sample Codes 
result = MsgBox( "Dispense' " & Tri111(111sRet.1i::a) cl:- " ?", vl>OKCa11cd. "DhfJell\11tio11 ") 
If result = I 711e11 
Deduction = ms/k t. Tl'.HArmy(m\·/kt.RowSel ' 1mlkt.(o/,· + 2) 
strSQI. = "SEU -:CT QUANTl1Y FIWM 11Jt_J)fW(; IVJIEUE llUA N/) _NAM/:' = "' 1\i ""/kt. Ti:.u 1\i "'" 
Set culrlkcordsct = New /\DODJJ./frccmlsct 
\Vitli adrlkcordset 
.Open Source: =strSQI., _ 
Act i 1•1 •Co111wct it 111: =ad cC< m 11c·ctit111, 
l.ock1 )•pc: =adl.ocklfrm/011/ )', _ 
Cu r.wr 7)'f'l'.' =ad( )pc11.\'t11111· 
Em/ \Vitli 
If culrRecordsl't.Ficfd,·( "(!111111tit)'") < > () 11ic11 
If <ulrlfrnm/.,·1•t.Fit'ltl\{"(!UAN 11Tl' ") < l>cduction l11 l'll 
Msg/Jox "Not E11011gli Drug' for di\fWll\t11g!". , "/ )i\pcll\11tu111 " 
Efo: 
SwcJ.. = adrlkcm tf ,·,•t. Fide"( "QUAN rt IY") 
SwcJ.. = Stnc/.. - /) cd11t'tio11 
,,trS(!/, = "lJl 'I M. /'H TIJl._/J IW(; SE/' (JUAN /'111' = "' c\i Stot'/.. ,\i '" 11'/IFUt: 11/MNJ) _NAAll~· = 
~ ""/kt. Tc.\t & ..... 
Set 11drl frcrml'l' f = ml< Cm11wct11111 l~\1'C11tc•(,t1 .\()/.) 
111,/l,·t. Cd 1/111c/.. C11/m d1/l /1w 
fml lf 
£ /H' 
M 'J:llm "Not E11011glr /J111>:' Jm ''"''''"'"'};I ", . "/ )1 'f/1 '11 \11t11111 '' 
. 1:w. 
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Else 
MsgBox "Drug 11ot dispe11w:dl", , "Di.\fU:trW1tio11" 
End If 
Else 
End If 
cmdDispe11!ie. E11a/Jled = False 
End Sub 
Private Sub txt/CN0Search _ Clw11ge() 
If txtlCNoScarc/1. Text < > ""Then 
c111dSearcl1.E11abled = True 
c111dClear.E11abled = True 
Else 
c11ulSearc/1.E11abh:d = Falw 
c111dC/ear.E11ah/ed = Fa/,·c 
£11d If 
End Sub 
Private Sub txtlCN0Searc/1_Keyl'res.'>(KeyA \'cii As /11tcgtr) 
'1\1/ow the 11.\·e of the IJ/\CKSl'ACL" key 
If KeyAsc:ii = 1•/JKey/JacJ.. The11 
£.\it Sub 
Efo.: 
Key/\ .\cii = Alp/111N1111wnc(Kcrt\ 'cii) 
£ 11d If 
End S11b 
Private Sub txtl'atie11tl V _ Clwnge() 
If /\tl 'atic111ID. 1(•.1t < > "" /'lien 
<."111dScarc/1.£na/1'crl = T11H' 
rnulC/1·ar.E11ah/1·rl = Ii"" 
l::t.w 
c111</Sea rcli.l:11abl1'fl = Fa'"· 
c11ufCl1·a1 .H1111hlnl .. Falw 
/~11r/ If 
E,,t1 S11h 
1
'rivatt• S11h tx tl'Mfr11tll> _Kt')•l'r1·" (1\t•.w\ '"ii A,· /11tt•g1•r) 
lj 1\1•1•1\ \ ('II 1•fil\t'\'fl11 t'J.. I /i1•11 
/.' w Sufi 
1~·"!' 
Kl' \'I\ \('// N111111•1 /( ( )111)'( 1\1'\'A \ ('/ I) 
- 1 ·IO -
Sample Codes 
Un
ive
rsi
ty 
of 
Ma
lay
a
End If 
End Sub 
Prfratc Sub 111\U<•t_Cltr J.. () 
If m.\Ret I t'\t "" l lr<'ll 
cmdl Jl\f'<'ll\<' I 11ah/1·cf I "'"' 
Elw 
cmdDl\f't'llW I 11ah/1•d I 1111· 
End If 
1:11<1 Sub 
--
S .impll' ( od~ 
I ·II 
Un
ive
rsi
ty 
of 
Ma
lay
a
